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MEMORANDUM 

TO: S§te Radiation Control Program Directors 
VCRCPD Liaisons 

Robert J. Pizzutiello, Jr. MS, FACMP 
Keith Straus 
American Society of Radiologic Technologists; 
Jay Stein 
John R Shea, Regulatory Affairs, LUNAR Corp.  
Salvatore Trofi, Jr., Exec. Dir., AAPM 
Jerry Reid, Ph.D., Exec. Dir., ARRT 
Chelette Baker, NMM&EA 
Daniel A. Michaeli, M.S., Schick Technologies 
Terry Schwalenberg, Dir. Of Regulatory Affairs, Norland Medical Systems 

FROM: Russ Takata ( •-o/i• 
Chair SR-4 

DATE: November 12, 1999 

RE: Peer Review of Part F 

Please find enclosed a draft of Part F and the 1999 Rationale for Part F. The Board of 
Directors of CRCPD has requested that you peer review Part F. I would like to have all 
of your comments and suggestions back to me within 60 days (approximately January 15, 
2000).  

Thank you for your assistance in moving this matter forward for CRCPD.  
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Office of the Committee Chairperson 
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PART F 

USE OF DIAGNOSTIC X-RAYS IN THE HEALING ARTS 

Sec. F.1 - Purpose and Scope. This Part establishes requirements, for which a registrant is responsible, for 
use of diagnostic x-ray equipment by, or under the supervision of, an individual authorized by and licensed 
in accordance with State statutes to engage in the healing arts or veterinary medicine. The provisions of this 
Part are in addition to, and not in substitution for, other applicable provisions of Parts A, B, D, and J of these 
regulations. Some registrants may also be subject to the requirements of Parts I and X of these regulations.  

Sec. F.2 - Definitions. As used in this Part, the following definitions apply: 

"Accessible surface" means the external surface of the enclosure or housing of the radiation producing 
machine as provided by the manufacturer.  

"Accreditation body" means an entity that has been aoproved by FDA to accredit mammographv facilities 

"Action limits" means the minimum and maximum values of a quality assurance measurement that can 
be interpreted as representing acceptable performance with respect to the parameter being tested. Values 
less than the minimum or ffeater than the maximum action limit or level indicate that corrective action 
must be taken by the facility. Action limits or levels are also sometimes called control limits or levels.  

"Action levels" (See "Action limits").  

",7Added filtration" means any filtration which is in addition to the inherent filtration.

": Adverse event" means an undesirable expeience associated with rnammorp'iy aetivities that include 
butaenotlimited to:-- 2 . ' .

() Poor ima~gge quality: .-- -

(2) .Failure to0send nam railetorts within thirty days to the referri• 2 physician or in a 

timely manner to the self-referred patient: and 

(3) Use of personnel that do not meet the applicable requirements of F.12b.i..  

"Air kerma" means kerma in a given mass of air. The unit used to measure the quantity of air kerma is 
the Gray (Gy). For X-rays with energies less than 300 kiloelectronvolts (keV), I Gy = 100 radL-_-! 
...e..... -•(R) of e.io.s .... In air, I Gy of absorbed dose is delivered by 114 roentgens ® of exposure.  

"Aluminum equivalent" means the thickness of type 1100 aluminum alloyy affording the same attenuation, 
under specified conditions, as the material in question.  

It.The nominal chemical composition of type 100 aluminum is 99.J00 percent minimum B.m.a!ahiminum 0. 12 percent copper.

FI
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"Assembler" means any person engaged in the business of assembling, replacing, or installing one or more 
components into an x-ray system or subsystem. The term includes the owner of an x-ray system or his or 
her employee or agent who assembles components into an x-ray system that is subsequently used to provide 
professional or commercial services.  

"Attenuation block" means a block or stack, having dimensions 20 centimeters by 20 centimeters by 3.8 
centimeters, of type 1100 aluminum alloy1' or other materials having equivalent attenuation.  

"Automatic exposure control (AEC)" means a device which automatically controls one or more technique 
factors in order to obtain at a preselected location(s) a required quantity of radiation (Includes devices such 
as phototimers and ion chambers).  

"Barrier" (See "Protective barrier").  

"Beam axis" means a line from the source through the centers of the x-ray fields.  

"Beam-limiting device" means a device which provides a mean-st6 restrict the dimensions of the x-ryfield.  

"Body" (See "Accreditation body") ----

"Bone densitometry system" means a medical device -which uses electronically-prolducid ioni2zm-g 
radiation to determine the density 6f bone structures of human-patients. -7i 

"Breast implant" means a prosthetic device implanted in the breast.  

"C-arm x-ray system" means an x-ray system in which the image receptor -ray tube housing assembly 
are connected by a common meaa~ical Support system in ordierto inintain.a desired+sptaiidl reaionp.  
This'system is-desig-ned to allow-2- a Mng mnteproj!tion6f thýýe--b nm--thoi,~~h patfietyhu acng 

in the position of the patient.. . . . .  
"Calendar quarter" means any one of th6 foiiowing time eoriods during ai"Veeai: -Jaha.ithouqh 

March 31,April 1 through June 30, July 1 through Septenmber 30.b o October 1 through December 31.  

"Category I" means medical education activities that hav•e bechdesiinited as CategOrv iby the' 
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME). the American Osteopathic 
Association (AOA).' a state medical societ. oran equivalent organization.....  

"Cephalometric device" means a device intended for theradiogiaihic visualiza•tion and measurement of the 

dimensions of the human head.  

"Certificate" means the certificate described in section F.12a.i..  

"Certification" means the process of approval of a facility by the Agency to provide mammography services.
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"Certified components" means components of x-ray systems which are subject to regulations promulgated 
under Public Law 90-602, the Radiation Control for Health and Sifetýy Act of 1968, the Food and Drug 
Administration.  

"Certified system" means any x-ray system which has one or more certified component(s).  

"Changeable filters" means any filter, exclusive of inherent filtration, which can be removed from the useful 
beam through any electronic, mechanical, or physical process.  

"Clinical image" means a mammogram.  

"Coefficient of variation (C)" means the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value of a set of 
observations. It is estimated using the following equation: 

s_ Zi-, (xi-x 1 x x n 

where: 

s = Standard deviation of the observed values; 

x = Mean value of observations in sample; 

i 'th oseraton in sample; 

•n•= •Number of observations in smple." 

"Computed tomography" means the production of a tomogram byr the acquisition and commputer processig 
of x-ray traiisMIssion data.  

"Consumer" means an individual who chooses to comment or Complain in reference to a mammographv.  
examination, including the patient or representative of the patient (e.g.. family memb&- of-ireferrifi• 
physician).  

"Contact hour" means an hour of training received throueA direct instruction.  

"Continuing education credit" (See "Continuing education unit").  

"Continuing education unit" means one contact hour of training.  

"Control limits" (See "Action limits").  

"Control levels" (See "Action limits").
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"Control panel" means that part of the x-ray control upon which are mounted the switches, knobs, 
pushbuttons, and other hardware necessary for manually setting the technique factors.  

"Cooling curve" means the graphical relationship between heat units stored and cooling time.  

"CT" (See "Computed tomography").  

"Dead-man switch" means a switch so constructed that a circuit closing contact can be maintained only by 
continuous pressure on the switch by the operator.  

"Detector" (See "Radiation detector").  

"Diagnostic mammographv" means mammographv performed on a patient with: 

(1) Clinical signs, symptoms, or physical findings suggestive of breast cancer.  

(2) An abnormal or questionable screening mammo•'am: 

(3) A history of breast cancer with breast conservation surgery regardless of absence of 
clinical breast sians. symptoms, or physical findings: and 

(4) Auemented breasts regardless of absence of clinical breast signs symptoms, or physical 

findings.  
"Diagnostic source assembly" means the tube housing assemblyitý h a beam-l ting deviceattached.  

"Diagnostic x-ray system" mean•s an i-ray'system desigfne foriradiation of,.ay part of the human or 
animal body for the purpose of diag•osis or visualiz0bon.  

"Diagn6sticx-rayiiia g system" means an ass~blage of 66obmpentes for thegenertioin?,mission ,ad 
reception of x-rays and the transformation, storage and visual display of the resultant x-ýray iage.  

"Direct instruction" -means 

(1) Face-to-face interaction between instructor(s) and stuident(s), as when the instructoi 
provides a lecture, conducts demonstrations, or reviews student performance: or 

(2) The administration and correction of student examinations by an instructor(s) with 
subsequent feedback to the student(s).  

"Direct supervision" means that: 

(1) During joint interpretation of mammograms. the supervising interpreting physician 
reviews, discusses, and confirms the diagnosis of the physician being supervised and 
signs the resulting report before it is entered into the patient's records, or

F4
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(2) During the performance of a mammography examination or survey of the facilitv's equipment 
and quality assurance propram, the supervisor is present to observe and correct, as needed._ 
the performance of the individual being supervised who is performing the examination or 
conducting the survey.  

"Direct scattered radiation" means that scattered radiation which has been deviated in direction only by 
materials irradiated by the useful beam (See "Scattered radiation").  
"Entrance ex'osure rate" means the exposure free in air per unit time at the point where the center of the 

useful beam enters the patient.  

"Equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").  

"Established operating level" means the value of a particular quality assurance parameter that has been 
established as an acceptable normal level by the facility's quality assurance program.  

"Facility" means, with reference'to mammoraphy. a hospital, outnatient department, clinic. radiology 
practice, mobile unit, office of a physician, or other facility that conducts mammomaphy activities. including 
the following: Operation of equipment to produce a mammoerarn. processing of the mamnmogram. initial 
interpretation of the mammogram, and maintaining viewing conditions for that interpretation.  

"FDA" means the Food and Drug Administration.  

"Field emission equipment" means equipm eIit which uses m•ix-ay tube in which'electron emission from 
the cathode is due solelyto the action of an electric fiel&. 

"Filter" means mimn u eam!to pr~ef nialli abs6rb'select•d radiations.  

"•. .FIrst allowabletime", meangithe eai'ti timta essiciSanhis elihble t6 take the diaenostic
radiologyboardsfrm an' FDA iesnahbtd eefrifv-in bod,. The--first :allowable timie" may VANr with the
cerhvi~ngbody.j- $ J, 

"Fluoroscopic imag, g assembly" means a sbsyem in which x-ray photons produce a visible image. It 
includes the image ce -s) such asthe im-age intensifier'and spot-film device,-electrical interlockg, if any, 
and structural material providinglinkage between the image receptorand diagnostic source assembly.  

"Focal spot (actual)" means the area projected on the anode of the x-ray 'tube bombarded by the electrons 
accelerated from the cathode and from which the useful beam originates.  

"General purpose radiographic x-ray system" means any radiographic x-ray system which, by design, is not 
limited to radiographic examination of specific anatomical regions.  

"Gonad shield" means a protective barrier for the testes or ovaries.
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"Half-value layer" means the thickness of specified material which attenuates the beam of radiation to an 
extent such that the exposure rate is reduced by one-half. In this definition, the contribution of all scattered 
radiation, other than any which might be present initially in the beam concerned, is deemed to be excluded.  

"Healing arts screening" means the testing of human beings using x-ray machines for the detection or evaluation of health indications when such tests are not specifically and individually ordered by a licensed 
practitioner of the healing arts legally authorized to prescribe such x-ray tests for the purpose of diagnosis 
or treatment.  

"Heat unit" means a unit of energy equal to the product of the peak kilovoltage, milliamperes, and seconds, 
i.e., kVp x mA x second.  

"HVL" (See "Half-value layer").  
"Image intensifier" means a device, installed in its housing, which instantaneously converts an x-ray pattern 
into a corresponding light image of higher intensity.  

"Image receptor" means any device, such as a fluorescent screen or radiographic film, which transforms 
incident x-ray photons either into a visible image or into another form which can be made into a visible 
image by further transformations.  

"Image receptor support" means, for mammographic systems, that part of the system designed to support 
the image receptor during mammography.  

"Inherent filtration" means the filtration of the useful beam provided by the permanently installed 
comp6n entsof the tube housing assembly.  

"Inter6 regulations'" meaný the reguaations entitled "Re ..uire ts for Ac:reditin4 Bodies of....',
Mammography Facilities'(58 FR 67558-67565) and "Ouality Standards and Certification Requiremenits 
for Mammogaphy Facilities" (58 FR 67565-67572). published by FDA on December-21.,1993,.andd .. ... .  -amended on'September30,; 994 (59FR49808,49813).- ThJesieihreutios established the standards that: 
had to be-met by marnm6g! rp facilities-in order to lawfullq-d6 6t-btween October 1 ,1994- had 
April 28,1999.  "Itrrtn hviin en a'iene - .  

"Int jretnThysie'idnýmeans a licensed physician who interprets mammograms and who'meets the 
reguiredents set forth in section F.I 2b.i.(l ).

"Irradiation", means the exposure of matter to ionizing radiation.  

"Kerma" means the sum of the initial energies of all charged particles liberated by uncharged ionizing
C C it a 1zzzat1-ii UI 01Viea mass.

"Kilovolts peak" (See "Peak tube potential").  

"kV" means kilovolts.  

"kWp" (See "Peak tube potential").
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"kWs" means kilowatt second.  

"Lateralitv" means the designation of either the right or left breast.  

"Lead equivalent" means the thickness of lead affording the same attenuation, under specified conditions, 
as the material in question.  

"Lead interpreting physician" means the interpreting physician assigned the general responsibility for 
ensuring that a facility's quality assurance program meets all of the requirements of F. 12b.iv. through vi..  
The administrative title and other supervisory responsibilities of the individual, if any, are left to the 

discretion of the facility.  

"Leakage radiation" means radiation emanating from the diagnostic source assembly except for: 

(1) the useful beam; and 

(2) radiation produced when the exposure switch or timer is not activated.  

"Leakage technique factors" means the technique factors associated with the diagnostic source assembly 
which are used in measuring leakage radiation. They are defined as follows: 

(I) For diagnostic source assemblies intended for capacitor energy storage equipment, the 
maximum-rated peak tube potential and the maximum-rated number of exposures in an hour 
:for operation atthe maximum-rated peak tube potential with the qutity of charge per 
exposure being 10 millicoulombs, i.e., 10 milliampere seconds, or bthem um obtainable 

from 'the, unit, Iwhi ch ever islagr 

.*(2) For diagStib1ss6uicCIaemblies hitendfofidid ission6eqipmoe ated for pulsed 
: °perain,6ýij maiu-rated peak tube potential and the maximum-rated iumber of x-ray 

S :• • •::•pulisesnl N•iou'foi fiop ýýatinf hm~ mihepeak tue potentidl,,,• :••. !...: 

(3) For all other diignosti source assemblies, the maximum-rated peak tube potential ind the 
maximum-rated continuous tubecurrent for the m um-rated peak tube potential.  

"Light field" means that area of the intersection of the light beam from the beam-limiting device and one 
of the set of planes parallel to and incluiding the plane of the image receptor, whose perimeter is the locus 
of points at which the illumination is one-fourth of the maximum in the intersection.  

"Line-voltage regulation" means the difference between the no-load and the load line potentials expressed 
as a percent of the load line potential. It is calculated using the following equation: 

Percent line-voltage regulation = 100 (V.-V1)/V, 
where: 

V = No-load line potential; and 
V1 Load line potential.

F7
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"mA" means milliampere.  

"Mammogram" means a radiographic image produced through mammography.  

"Mammographic Modalitv" means a technology for radiography of the breast. Examples are screen-film 
mammography and xeromammography.  

"Mammography" means radiography of the breast.  

"Mammography equipment evaluation" means an onsite assessment of mammographv unit or image 
processor performance by a medical physicist for the purpose of making a preliminary determination as 
to whether the equipment meets all of the applicable standards in F.12b.ii. through v..  

"Mammography medical outcomes audit" means a systematic collection of mammography results and 
the comparison of those results with outcomes data.  

"Mammography unit(s)" means an assemblage of components for the production of x-rays for use during mammograohv. including, at a minimum: an x-ray Qen~rtnr •n T-ray t'nnfrnl • €hi1, h;T,c~hi. ac•,,'i.,•h

a beam limiting device, and the supporting structures for these components.

"mAs" means milliampere second.  

"Maximum line current" means the root-mean-square current in the supply line of an x-ray machine 
operating at its maximum rating. ..... ... ..  

"Mean optical density" means the average of the optical densities measured using phantom thicknesses 
of 2A4, and 6 centimeters with values of kilovolt peak-(kVv) clinically pproprniate for those thickndesses.  

"Medical physicist" means a person trained in evaluating pe--ýimance of mnammograplh equipment and 
facility ouality~ass ce programs and who meets the qualifications for a medical physicist set forth in.  

"Mobilex-rayequipment" (See ."X-rayequipment").  

"MOSA" means the Mammography Quality Standards Act of 1992.  

"Multi-reading" meanstwo or" more physicians, at least one of whom is an interpreting physician.  
interpretine the same mammogram.  

"Patient" means an individual or animal subjected to healing arts em''iniation, examination, diagnosis or 
treatment-.  
For the purposes of mammography. "patient" means any individual who undergoes a mammora'phy 
evaluation in a facility. regardless of whether the person is referred by a physician or is self-referred.  

"PBL" See "Positive beam limitation."

F8
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"Peak tube potential" means the maximum value of the potential difference across the x-ray tube during an 
exposure.  

"Phantom" means a volume of material behaving in a manner similar to tissue with respect to the 
attenuation and scattering of radiation. This requires that both the atomic number (Z) and the density of 
the material be similar to that of tissue. For purposes of mammographv. "phantom" means a test object 
used to simulate radioraohic characteristics of compressed breast tissue and containing components that 
radiographicallv model aspects of breast disease and cancer.  

"Phantom image" means a radiograVhic image of a phantom.  

"Physical science" means physics. chemistry, radiation science (including medical physics and health 
physics), and engineering.  

"PID" (See "Position indicating device").  

"Portable x-ray equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").  

"Position indicating device" means a device on dental x-ray equipment used to indicate the beam position 
and to establish a definite source-surface (skin) distance. It may or may not incorporate or serve as a beam

limiting device.  

"toPositive beam limitation" means the automatic or sými-automatic adjustment of an x-ray beam to the se' 
of the selected image receptor, whereby exposures cannot be made without such adjustent.m 

":'Positive mammogram"-means a manmmogram that has an iverall as-sssrherit of findings that are'eith 
"suspicious" or 'highlY suogestive of malirnanii" -.... ' .  

" inmaryproteetive barrier''(See-"Protective ba-ier,).' ' .  
"Protective apron" means an apron made of radiation absorbing materils'usetedteducediation exposure.  

"Protective barrier" means a barrier of radiation absorblinkg material(s) used tdoreduce radiation exposure.  

The types of protective barriers are as follows: 

(1) "Primary protective barrier" means the material, excluding filters, placed in the useful beam; 

(2) "Secondary protective barrier" means the material which attenuates stray radiation.  

"Protective glove" means a glove made of radiation absorbing materials used to reduce radiation exposure.  

"Provisional certificate" means the provisional certificate described in F. I 2a.ii.(2).

F9
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"Qualified expert" means an individual who has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the AgeneyA ency that 
such individual possesses the knowledge, training and experience to measure ionizing radiation, to evaluate 
safety techniques, and to advise regarding radiation protection needs.  

"Oualified instructor" means an individual whose training and experience adequately prepared him or 
her to carry out specified training assinments. Interpreting physicians, radiologic technologists, or 
medical physicists who meet the requirements of F. 12b.i. would be considered qualified instructors in 
their respective areas of mammographv. Other examples of individuals who may be qualified 
instructors for the purpose of providing training to meet the regulations of this part include, but are not 
limited to, instructors in a post-high school training institution and manufacturer's representatives.  
"Ouality control technologist" means an individual meeting the requirements of F.12b.i.(2) who is 

responsible for those quality assurance responsibilities not assigned to the lead interpretin2 physician or to 
the medical physicist.  

"Radiation detector" means a device which in the presence of radiation provides a signal or other indication 
suitable for use in measuring one or more quantities of incident radiation.  

"Radiation therapy simulation system" means a radiographic or fluoroscopic x-ray system intended for 
localizing the volume'to be exposed during radiation therapy and confiiing the' psition nd size of the 
therapeutic irradiation field.  

"Radiograph"' means an image receptor on which the "rmagei created directly~or indirectly by an x-ray. 2, 
pattern and resul6ats in a anent record.  

"Radiographic imag ing system" means any system'wheeby -a p0 eme r s *upermanent image is.  recorded on ~ifiAage receptor byotheaction ofiomzmg raiation.

"Radiologic technoloaist" means an individual specifically trained in the use of radioaphi eq uipment6 
and the positioning of patients for radiogýraphic examinations and when perforinink mamimotaphy •: 
without direct supervision, also meets the requirements set forth in F. 12b.i.(2-).  

"Rating" means the operating limits as spebified by the component manufacturer.  

"Recording" means producing a permanent form of an image r"esuting fr6m x-ray photons.  

"Scattered radiation" means radiation that, during passage through matter, has been deviated in direction 
(See "Direct scattered radiation").  

"Screening mammography" means mammography performed on an asymptomatic patient to detect the 
presence of breast cancer at an early stage.  

"Secondary protective barrier" (See "Protective barrier").  

"Serious adverse event" means an adverse event that may significantly compromise clinical outcomes, or 
an adverse event for which a facility fails to take appropriate corrective action in a timely manner.  
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"Serious complaint" means a report of a serious adverse event.  

"Shutter" means a device attached to the tube housing assembly which can intercept the entire cross sectional 
area of the useful beam and which has a lead equivalency not less than that of the tube housing assembly.  

"SID" (See "Source-image receptor distance").  

"Standard breast" means a 4.2 centimeter (cm) thick compressed breast consisting of 50 percent 
glandular and 50 percent adipose tissue.  

"Source" means the focal spot of the x-ray tube.  

"Source-image receptor distance" means the distance from the source to the center of the input surface of 
the image receptor.  

"Spot film" means a radiograph which is made during a fluoroscopic examination to permanently record 
conditions which exist during that fluoroscopic procedure.  

"Spot-film device" means a device intended to transport and/or position a radiographic image receptor 
between the x-ray source and fluoroscopic image receptor. It includes a device intended to hold a cassette 
over the input end of an image intensifier for the purpose of making a radiograph.  

"SSD" means the distance between the source and the skin entrance plane of the patient.  

"Stationary x-ray equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").  

"Stray radiation! means the sum of leakage and scattered radiation.!- .  

"Survey" means an onsite physics consultation and evaluation of a facilit quality assurance vio§ram 
performed by a medical physicist..  

"Technique factors" means the following conditions of operation: 

(1) For capacitor energy storage equipment, peak tube potential in kV and quantity of charge in 
mAs; 

(2) For field emission equipment rated for pulsed operation, peak tube potential in kV, and 
number of x-ray pulses; 

(3) For CT x-ray systems designed for pulsed operation, peak tube potential in kV, scan time in 
seconds, and either tube current in mA, x-ray pulse width in seconds, and the number of x
ray pulses per scan, or the product of tube current, x-ray pulse width, and the number of x
ray pulses in mAs;
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(4) For CT x-ray systems not designed for pulsed operation, peak tube potential in kV, and either 
tube current in mA and scan time in seconds, or the product of tube current and exposure 
time in mAs and the scan time when the scan time and exposure time are equivalent; and 

(5) For all other equipment, peak tube potential in kV, and either tube current in mA and 
exposure time in seconds, or the product of tube current and exposure time in mAs.  

"Termination of irradiation" means the stopping of irradiation in a fashion which will not permit continuance 
of irradiation without the resetting of operating conditions at the control panel.  
"Tomogram" means the depiction of the x-ray attenuation properties of a section through the body.  

"Time cycle" means the film development time.  

"Traceable to a national standard" means an instrument is calibrated at either the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) or at a calibration laboratory that participates in a proficiency program 
with NIST at least once every two years and the results of the proficiency test conducted within 24 months 
of calibration show aereement within + 3 percent of the national standard in the mammoMraphy energy 
range.  

"Tube" means an x-ray tube, unless otherwise specified.  

"Tube housing assembly", means the tube housing with tube installed.-- It -includes high-voltage and/or .  
filament transformers and other appropriate elements when such are contained within the tube housing.  

"Tube rating chart" means the set of curves which specify the rated limits of operation of the tube in terms 
of the technique factors. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

"Useful beam" means the radiation emanatingr the tube housng~port or.rthediation head and passing 
through the aperture of the beam limiting-device when the exposure controls are in a mode to cause the: 
system to produce radiation.

"Variable-aperture beam-limiting device" mean a beam-limiting device as capacity for stepless 
adjustment of the x-ray field size at a given SMD. .- 

"Visible area" means that portion ofte inputsurface of the image receptor overwhich incident x-ray 

photons are producing a visible image.  

"X-ray exposure control" means a device, switch, button or other similar means by which an operator 
initiates and/or terminates the radiation exposure. The x-ray exposure control may include such associated 
equipment as timers and back-up timers.  

"X-ray equipment" means an x-ray system, subsystem, or component thereof. Types of x-ray equipment 
are as follows: 

(I) "Mobile x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment mounted on a permanent base with wheels 
and/or casters for moving while completely assembled.
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(2) "Portable x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment designed to be hand-carried.  

(3) "Stationary x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment which is installed in a fixed location.  

"X-ray field" means that area of the intersection of the useful beam and any one of the set of planes parallel 
to and including the plane of the image receptor, whose perimeter is the locus of points at which the 
exposure rate is one-fourth of the maximum in the intersection.  

"X-ray high-voltage generator" means a device which transforms electrical energy from the potential 
supplied by the x-ray control to the tube operating potdntial. The device may also include mraq$ f"r U=
forming alternating current to direct current, filament transformers for the x-ray tube(s), high-voltage 
switches, electrical protective devices, and other appropriate elements.  

"X-ray system" means an assemblage of components for the controlled production of x-rays. It includes 
minimally an x-ray high-voltage generator, an x-ray control, a tube housing assembly, a beam-limiting 
device, and the necessary supporting structures. Additional components which function with the system are 
considered integral parts of the system.  

"X-ray table" means a patient support device with its patient support structure (tabletop) interposed between 
the patient and the image receptor during radiography and/or fluoroscopy. This includes, but is not limited 
to, any stretcher equipped with a radiolucent panel and any table equipped with a cassette tray (or bucky), 
cassette tuninl, image intensifier, or spot-filbi device beneath the tabletopl.  

"X-ray tube means any electron tube which is designed for the conveirsion of electrical energy into X-ray 
energy. . - .. .  

Sec. IFS3- ,General and Administrative Rec liirements".  

a. -Radition'Safety Reuu'•1'eits. Theiregistrant .hal! be rlepnibe for directgthe operation of the 
x-ray system(s) Under his a atieregistratthor thi registrant's agent shall assure 
that the requirements of these regulations are lm.e t 'n the operation ofothe x-yra system(s).  

i.... An x-ray :syster which doeS not meet-the-'piNisions of these regulations shall not be 
operated for diagnostic purposes.  

ii. Individuals who will be operating the x-ray systems shall be adequately instructed in the safe 

operating procedures and be competent in the'safe use of the equipment See Appendix A for 
a list of subject matters pertinent to this requirement. The ayAgen may use interview, 
observation and/or testing to dete'rmine compliance.  

iii. A chart shall be provided in the vicinity of the diagnostic x-ray system's control panel which 
specifies, for all examinations performed with that system, the following information: 

(I) Patient's body part and anatomical size, or body part thickness, or age (for pediatrics), 
versus technique factors to be utilized;
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(2) Type and size of the film or film-screen combination to be used; 

(3) Type and focal distance of the grid to be used, if any; 

(4) Source to image receptor distance to be used (except for dental intraoral 
radiography); 

(5) Type and location of placement of patient shielding (e.g., gonad, etc.) to be used; and 

(6) For mammography, indication of kVp/target/filter combination.  

iv. The registrant of a facility shall create and make available to x-ray operators written safety 
procedures, including patient holding and any restrictions of the operating technique required 
for the safe operation of the particular x-ray system. The operator shall be able to 
demonstrate familiari'ty with these procedures.  

v. Except for patients who cannot be moved out of the room, only the sta•, ancillary personnel 
or other persons required for the medical procedure or training shall be in the room during 
the radiographic exposure. Other than the patient being examined: 

(1) All individuals shall be Positioned such that no part of the body will be struck by the 
"useful beani muless protected by not less than 0.5 millimeter lead equivalent material; 

S(2) .The x-ray operator, other staff, ancillay personnl, and other persons required 

(3) Human patients who cannot be removed from the room shall be protected from the 
dirdectscatter~radiation-by Whole.bodypr; o.tective baniers of not less than 0.25 

-millimeter lead equivalent matria shall b'so6p-Ositii~ thtte0arspr 
'ofthebody'is at least2 meters from both the tube head and the nearestedge of the 

vi.' Gonad s@0ldmg 0fnotless in 0.5 MIilinieter lead equvalent material shall be used for human patients, who have not p thee age, during radiographic procedures 
in ~ ~ ~ ~ .whic the gona e ,- a5dherpodci In w the gona r ae hi the useful beam, except for cases in which this would interfere 

with the diagnostic procedure.  
vii. Individuals shal o'b --- use .. . ..._e~ icl r 

anot be exposed to the u-'-aaelectronicallv produced ionizing radiation 
except forhealinga purposes and unless such exposure has been authorized by a licensed 
practitioner of the healing arts. This provision specifically prohibits deliberate exposure for 
the following purposes: 

(1) Exposure of an individual for training, demonstration, or other non-healing arts 
purposes; and 

(2) Exposure of an individual for the purpose of healing arts screening except as 
authorized by F.3a.xi.
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viii. When a patient or film must be provided with auxiliary support during a radiation exposure: 

(1) Mechanical holding devices shall be used when the technique permits. The written 
safety procedures, required by F.3a.iv., shall list individual projections where holding 
devices cannot be utilized; 

(2) Written safety procedures, as required by F.3a.iv., shall indicate the requirements for 
selecting a holder and the procedure the holder shall follow; 

(3) The human holder shall be instructed in personal radiation safety and protected as 
required by F.3a.v.; 

(4) No individual shall be used routinely to hold film or patients; 

(5) In those cases where the patient must hold the film, except during intraoral 
examinations, any portion of the body other than th.e area of clinical interest struck 
by the useful beam shall be protected by not less than0.5 millimeter lead equivalent 
material; and 

(6) Each facility shall have leaded aprons and gloves available in sufficient numbers to 
provide protection to all personnel who are involved with x-ray operations and who 
are otherwise not shielded.  

ix. Procedures and auxiliary equipment designed to minimize patient and personnel exposure 
commensurate with the needed diagnostic information shall be utilized.  

.-(1) The speed !of the screen and fii•i combinations'usl 7shlbethe fastest speed 

consistent withe diignostic objective of the exainations. " im cassettes without 
intensifying screens shall hot be used for ay rouitie diaghostic rab1logical ma6gg,in 
with the exception of veterinary radio• phy and standard fildipackts for intraoral, 
use indental rdiography. :- : ?:,g-¶.I?.: 

(2)' The radiation:: exposure iid the patient shhali bte•emminum weosure required to 
produce Images of good diagnostic ildAl ity.  

(3) Portable or mobile x-ray equipment shall be used only for examinations where it is 
impractical to transfer the patient(s) to a stationary x-ray installation.  

(4) X-ray systems subject to F.6 shall not be utilized in procedures where the source to 
patient distance is less thin 30 centimeters, except for veterinary systems.  

(5) If grids are used between the patient and the image receptor to decrease scatter to the 
film and improve contrast, the grid shall: 

(a) Be positioned properly, i.e., tube side facing the right direction, and grid 
centered to the central ray;
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(b) If of the focused type, be of the proper focal distance for the SIDs being used.  

x. All individuals who are associated with the operation of an x-ray system are subject to the 
requirements ofD.201, D.205, D.207 and D.208 of these regulations.  

xi. Healing Arts Screening. Any person proposing to conduct a healing arts screening program 
shall not initiate such a program without prior approval of the Agee:-yAgencv. When 
requesting such approval, that person shall submit the information outlined in Appendix B 
of this Part. If any information submitted to the Agency becomes invalid or outdated, the 
Agency shall be immediately notified.  

xii. Information and Maintenance Record and Associated Information. The registrant shall 
maintain the following information for each x-ray system for inspection by the Agency: 

(1) Model and serial numbers of all major components, and user's manuals for those 
components; 

(2) Tube rating charts and cooling curves; 

(3) Records of surveys, calibrations, maintenance, and modifications performed on the 
x-ray system(s); and 

.(4) A copy of all correspondence with this Agency regarding that x-ray system.  

xin. X-Ray Utilization Log. Except for veterinary facilities, each facility shall maintain a record 
containing the patien•t's name, the tye of exintio, and the dates the examinations were 
performed'. ,Wliei ihe pa tient 1 or film muist be-provided wit human' auxiliary spot h 
namelofthe hua hodrh1,etced.  

b.- X-Ray Filmfi Pro-cessing FailitiesandfPac•ice•.  

L Each installation using ra IadiograNc. x-ray system and. Ising analog image receptors (e.g.  
"r•adiogaphic film) shall l-ave• available suitableq•-ipme t for. handling and. processing 
radiographic film in accordan'e with the following provisions: 

(1) Manually developed film: 

(a) Processing tanks shall be constructed of mechanically rigid, corrosion 
resistant material; and 

(b) The temperature of solutions in the tanks shall be maintained within the range 
of60°F to 800F (160C to 270 C). Film shall be developed in accordance with 
the time-temperature relationships recommended by the film manufacturer, 
or, in the absence of such recommendations, with the following time
temperature chart:
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Time-Temperature Chart

Thermometer Minimum 
Reading Developing Time 
(Degrees) (Minutes) 

26.7 80 2 

26.1 79 2 

25.6 78 22 

25.0 77 22 

24.4 76 3 

23.9 75 3 

23.3 74 32 

22.8 173 32 

22.2 72 4 

21.7 71 4 

21.1 70 42.  

20.6 -'69 42 

:19.4 : :-67- `52.  

8.9 >66 '52 

183. ,65 6 

-16 7 2` 63 .  

>16.7 62 8 

16. 61 82

15.6- 60 ~92

(c) Devices shall be utilized which will indicate the 
developer and signal 'the passage of a preset 
developing time required.

actual temperature of the 
time appropriate to the

(2) Automatic processors and other closed processing systems:
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(a) Films shall be developed in accordance with the time-temperature 
relationships recommended by the film manufacturer; in the absence of such 
recommendations, the film shall be developed using the following chart:

Developer Temperature Minimum 
Immersion Time! 

0C OF Seconds 

35.5 96 19 

35 95 20 

34.5 94 21 

34 93 22 

33.5 92 23 

33 91 24 

32 90 -25 

31.5 89 26 

31 88 27 

30.5 87 ,•28 
.30 -. 86 '29

E.Ascok~miimA3~ikhi~ 2 n~U~t (I ith AnitAnwti-
"sr A£ -, - * t b p t'ti- ' sfimjobexp abjeatfan"mhna of tube potential ai

II

whMere 1bea•mL • -J minute at the point 
whr the center of the useful eam enters the patient, except: 

( time shall be posted in 

(b) en anopo g o s te. Special means of activation

Uxposure rate control 
d current which will,

(3)

ii. Other R&euire~ments.._ () Compliance with the requirements of F.5c. shall be determined as follows: 
(1) Pass boxes if erovidd, shall beso constructedjas to exclude li*-XI is being erpl yed.  (a) If the source isbelow the x-ray table, exosure rate shall be measureal 

centimeter above the tabletop or cradle; 

(b) If the source is above the x-ray table, the exposure rate shall be measured at 
30 centimeters above the tabletop with the end of the beam-limiting device 
or spacer positioned as closely as possible to the point of measurement; 

(c) For a C-arm type of fluoroscope, the exposure rate shall be measured 
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30 centimeters from the input surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly, 
with the source positioned at any available SID, provided that the end of the 
beam-limiting device or spacer is no closer than 
30 centimeters from the input surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly; 

(d) For a lateral type fluoroscope, the exposure rate shall be measured at a point 
15 centimeters from the centerline of the x-ray table and in the direction of 
the x-ray source with the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer 
positioned as closely as possible to the point of measurement. If the tabletop 
is movable, it shall be positioned as closely as possible to the lateral x-ray 
source, with the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer no closer than 15 
centimeters to the ceniterline of the x-ray table.  

ii. Periodic measurement of entrance exposure rate shall be performed by a qualified expert for 
both typical and maximum values as follows:' 

(1) Such measurements shall be made annually or after any maintenance of the system 
which might affect the exkosure rate; 

(2) Results of these measurements shall be posted where any fluoroscopist may have 
ready access to such results while using the fluoroscope and in the record required 
in F.3a.xii.(3). The measurement results shall be stted in coulombs per kilogram 
(roentgens) per minute and include the technique factors used in determining such 
results. The name of theidividuM performing te measurements and the date the 
measurementswere jperformed shall beincluded in'the results; 

(3) Conditions of periodic measirenent of typical entrance xs rate are as follows: 

(a) ,Th.m•i easement fhall elmiiahde~ uniler the conditions-that satisfy the S........ : 'requliremnt~ns fF. 5c1i(3);:J"-:•":!" *W " ... A: •: •" 

(b) The kyp, nm, and/or other selectable parameters shall be adjusted to those 
settings typicai'ofclini'odc u calu.'na23 cmhick abdormnal patient; 

(c) The x-ray system that incorp•o•tes automatic exposure rate control shall have 

sufficient attenuative material placed in the useful beam to produce a 
milliamperage and/or kilovoltage to satisfy the conditions of F.5c.ii.(3)(b);

2/Materials should be placed in the useful beam to protect the imaging system when conducting these periodic measurements.
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(4) Conditions of periodic measurement of maximum entrance exposure rate are as 
follows: 

(a) The measurement shall be made under the conditions that satisfy the 
requirements of F.5c.i.(3); 

(b) The kVp, mA and/or other selectable parameters shall be adjusted to those 
settings which give the maximum entrance extposure rate; 

(c) The x-ray system(s) that incorporates automatic exposure rate control shall 
have sufficient attentuative material placed in the useful beam to produce the 
maximum entrance exposure rate of the system.  

d. Barrier Transmitted Radiation Rate Limits.  

i. The exposure rate due to transmission through the primary protective barrier with the 
attenuation block in the useful beam, combined with radiation from the image intensifier, if 
surylghg/#vkdoo#qriv#h{fbhg#3i8l#}F2nj#±5#ploolurhqwjhqv,#shu#krxu#dw 
10 centimeters from any accessible surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly beyond the 
plane of the image receptor for each mC/kg (roentgen) per minute of entrance exposure rate.  

ii.- Measurinj Compliance of Barrier Tranmision oniTrans•mission -.-

.: 1)• l.°The exposue rate due to transmissioni through ,te priary protective barrier 
'combined with radiation from -the image intensifier shall be determined by 
measurements a•erage over an ar•• of 100 square centimeters with no linear 
,dimension greate tan 20 centimeters.;.  

7(2) 1 ,fhe soureeis below. the tabletop, the measurement shall bemade with the input 
SL •aee of the fluoroscopic imasgingssembly Vpositioned 30 centimeters above the 
tabletop.; 

(3,) . Ifth-e source js'above1the tabletop and the SID is variable, the measurement shall be S made with the end& of the beam-limiting device or spacer as close to the tabletop as 
it can be placed, provided that it shall not be closer than 30 centimeters.  

(4) Movable grids and compression devices shall be removed from the useful beam 
during the measurement.  

e. Indication of Potential and Current. During fluoroscopy and cinefluorography the kV and the mA 
shall be continuously indicated.  

f. Source-to-Skin Distance. The SSD shall not be less than: 

i. 38 centimeters on stationary fluoroscopic systems manufactured on or after August 1, 1974; 

ii. 35.5 centimeters on stationary fluoroscopic systems manufactured prior to August 1, 1974; 
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iii. 30 centimeters on ali mobile fluoroscopes; or 

iv. 20 centimeters for all mobile fluoroscopes when used for specific surgical applications.  

g. Fluoroscopic Timer.  

i. Means shall be provided to preset the cumulative on-time of the fluoroscopic x-ray tube. The 
maximum cumulative time of the timing device shall not exceed 5 minutes without resetting.  

ii. A signal audible to the fluoroscopist shall indicate the completion of any preset cumulative 
on-time. Such signal shall continue to sound while x rays are produced until the timing 
device is reset.  

h. Control of Scattered Radiation.  

i. Fluoroscopic table designs when combined with procedures utilized shall be such that no 
unprotected part of any staff or ancillary individual's body shall be exposed to unattenuated 
scattered radiation which originates from under the table. The attenuation required shall be 
not less than 0.25 millimeter lead equivalent.  

ii. Equipment configuration when combinedwith procedures shall be such that no portion of 
any staff or ancillary individual's body, except the extremities, shall be exposed to the 
unattenuated scattered radiation emanating from above the tabletop unless that individual: 

" () Is at least 120 centimeters from theicenter of the useful beam; or.  

"(2) ',The radhatioonh-haspassed throu'gh not-less than 0:25 nillimeter lead equivalent.  
-materialincludihg, but not-, ted to,-drapes, Bucky-slot cover 'panel, or self
"suppo g curtins,inna ddition to a.1ead equivalecy provided by the protective 

rn referred to in F.3a.v ::: " : pro V.a. . . . .  

iii. The Agency may grant exemptions to F.5h.ii. where a sterile field will not permit the use of 
the norm protective barners. Where the use of prefitted sterilized covers for the barriers 
is practical1,the6Agency. shall not permit such exemption. See Appendix C for a suggested 
list of fluoroscopic procedures where such exemptions will be automatically granted.  

.Sot Film Exposure ReprodUcibility. Fluoroscopic systems equipped with spot film (radiographic) 
mode shall meet the exposure reproducibility requirements of F.6d. when operating in the spot film 
mode.  

j. Radiation Therapy Simulation Systems. Radiation therapy simulation systems shall be exempt from 
all the requirements of F.5c. In addition, these systems shall be exempt from:
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The requirements of F.5a. and F.5d. provided such systems are designed and used in such 
a manner that no individual other than the patient is in the x-ray room during periods of time 
when the system is producing x-rays; and 

ii. The requirements of F.5g. if such systems are provided with a means of indicating the 
cumulative time that an individual patient has been exposed to x-rays. Procedures shall 
require in such cases that the timer be reset between examinations.  

k. Operator Qualifications.  

L The facility shall ensure that only a licensed practitioner of the healing arts or a radiologic 
technologist [or equivalentl who is trained in the safe use of fluoroscopic x-ray systems shall 
be allowed to operate these systems. All persons using fluoroscopic x-ray systems shall 
have, at a minimum, additional training as specified in F.5k.ii..  

ii. Training to meet the requirements of F.5k.i. shall include, but is not limited to the followin:

(1) Principles and operation of the fluoroscopic x-ray system: 

(2) Biological effects of x-ray.  

(3) Principles of radiation protection: .. - * 

(4) Fluoroscoic ou tputs: 

(5) High level control options:.  

(6) .- Dose reduction techniques for fluoroscopic x-ray systems:'ad, 

(7 A cablerequirements of these regulations. -.  

I Eauipment O0eration.  

A. All lmage. fnrmed liv th , a € f ,,.,- . . _
. LJuu JIovul A-Lay aUtV1b: •J11il Do Viweu. gur'egy or indirectly, and interpreted by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts.  

ii. The use of fluoroscopic x-ray systems by radiologic technologists shall be performed under 
the supervision of a licensed practitioner of the healing arts for the purpose of localization 
to obtain images for diagnosticvurposes.  

iii. Radiologic technology students shall not be allowed to operate fluoroscopic x-ray systems 
unless directly supervised by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts or radiologic 
technologist as specified in F.5k.i..

iv. Overhead fluoroscopy shall not be used as a positioning tool for radiographic examinations.
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V. Facilities that use fluoroscopic x-ray svstems shall maintain a record of the cumulative 
fluoroscopic exposure time used for each examination. This record shall indicate patient 
identification, type of examination. date of examination, and operator's name.  

Sec. F.6 - Radio raphic Systems Other Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral, or Computed Tomography 
X-Ray Systems.  

a. Beam Limitation, Except Mammographic Systems. The useful beam shall be limited to the area of 
clinical interest. This shall be deemed to have been met if a positive beam limiting device meeting 
manufacturer's specifications and the requirements of F.6h.ii. has been properly used or if evidence 
of collimation is shown on at least three sides or three comers of the film (for example, projections 
from the shutters of the collimator, cone cutting at the comers, or borders at the film's edge).  

i. General Purpose Stationary and Mobile X-Ray Systems, Including Veterinary Systems 
(Other than Portablej Installed After the Effective Date of These Regulations.  

(1) Only x-ray systems provided with means for independent stepless adjustment of at 
least two dimensions of the x-ray field shall be used.  

(2) A method shall be provided for visually defining the perimeter of the x-ray field. The 
total misalignment of the edges of the visually defined field with the respective edges 
of the x-ray field along either the length or width of the visually defined field shall 
not exceed 2 percent of the distance from the source to the center of the visually 
defined field *heffthe surface upon Whichit'appears is perpendicular to the axis of 
the x-ray beam., 

(3) -The Agency mayat 'an exemption onon-certified -ray stems to F.6ai.(1) and 

(2)e• d i reFgstrint makes a written 4plicatrn for itch exemption and in that 
application:_ 

(a) Demonstrates i is inpractical tocomply with F.6ai.(l)and (2); and 

(b) The purposeof F.r6a.i.(l) ind (2)wifllbe met by other methods.  

ii. Additional Reciuiref t for Stationar- iGeneral Purpose X-Ray Systems. In addition to the requirements ýof'F.6a.i.f, tati.nary general .purpose x-ray systems, both certified and 
noncertified, shall meet the following requirements: 

(1) A method shall be provided to indicate when the axis of the x-ray beam is 
perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor, to align the center of the x-ray field 
with respect to the center of the image receptor to within 2 percent of the SID, and 
to indicate the SID to within 2 percent; 

(2) The beam-limiting device shall indicate numerically the field size in the plane of the 
image receptor to which it is adjusted; and
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(3) Indication of field size dimensions and SIDs shall be specified in inches and/or 
centimeters, and shall be such that aperture adjustments result in x-ray field dimensions in the plane of the image receptor which correspond to those indicated 
by the beam-limiting device to within 2 percent of the SID when the beam axis is 
indicated to be perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor.  

iii. X-Ray Systems Designed for One Image Receptor Size. Radiographic equipment designed for only one image receptor size at a fixed SID shall be provided with means to limit the field at the plane of the image receptor to dimensions no greater than those of the image receptor, and to align the center of the x-ray field with the center of the image receptor to within 2 percent of the SID, or shall be provided with means to both size and align the x-ray field such that the x-ray field at the plane of the image receptor does not extend beyond any edge 
of the image receptor.  

iv. X-Ray Systems Other Than Those Described in F.6a.i.. ii.. and iii., and Veterinary Systems Installed Prior to the Effective Date of These Reulations and all Portable Veterinary X-Ray 
Systems.  

(1) Means shall be provided to limit the x-ray field in the plane of the image receptor so that such field does not exceed each dimension of the image receptor by more than 2 percent of the SID when the axis of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane of 
the imagereceptor.  

- . (2 -,Means shall be provided to align the center of the x-ray field with the center of the 
image receptor to within 2 peent-of the SI, or means shall be provided to both size and align the x-ray field such that the x-ray field at the plane of the image receptor does not extend bey6on•y- edge of the, image repeptor. Compliance shall be -determined with the'axis of the x-ryba epniemg' "r --e.,io-�i i rsxay beam perpendi'cularto the plane of the image .. : • -: :, . -: ,:receptor. .-•, .: _ : . ,• - ) .,: • - ./ ,, ,,,.. . .  

-(3).• !F.6,auv.(1) adQ(2),may be met with a system that meets the requirements for a 
general purose x-ray systemas specified in F.6a.i. or, when alignment means are also provided, may be met with either: 

(a) An assortment of removable, fixed-aperture, beam-limiting devices sufficient 
to meet the requirement for each combination of image receptor size and SID 
for which the unit is designed with each such device having clear and 
permanent markings to indicate the image receptor size and SID for which it 
is designed; or 

(b) A beam-limiting device having multiple fixed apertures sufficient to meet the 
requirement for each-combination of image receptor size and SID for which 
the unit is designed. Permanent, clearly legible markings shall indicate the image receptor size and SID for which each aperture is designed and shall 
indicate which aperture is in position for use.  

b. RadiatiOn Exposure Control.
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i. Exposure Initiation. Means shall be provided to initiate the radiation exposure by a deliberate 
action on the part of the operator, such as the depression of a switch. Radiation exposure 
shall not be initiated without such an action. In addition, it shall not be possible to initiate 
an exposure when the timer is set to a "zero" or "off" position if either position is provided.  

ii. Exposure Indication. Means shall be provided for visual indication observable at or from the 
operator's protected position whenever x-rays are produced. In addition, a signal audible to 
the operator shall indicate that the exposure has terminated.  

iii. ExRosure Termination. Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure at a preset time 
interval, preset product of current and time, a preset number of pulses, or a preset radiation 
exposure to the image receptor. Except for dental panoramic systems, termination of an 
exposure shall cause automatic resetting of the timer to its initial setting or to "zero." 

(1) Manual Exposure Control. An x-ray control shall be incorporated into each x-ray 
system such that an exposure can be terminated by the operator at any time except 
for: 

(a) Exposure of 2 second or less; or 

(b) During serial radiography when means shall be provided to permit completion 
of any single exposure of theseries in process.  

(2) Automatic ExposureC6ntrols. When an automatic exposurecontrol is provided: 

i "(a)- Indication shall be made on the control panel when this mode of operationis" 
- selected', 

. .)~ ,Iftie x-.ra>y tbe potential is equal to or greater than 50 kVpthe minimum 

exposure-tim• for field emission equipment rated for pulsedoperation shall 
be eual to or less than a time interval equivalent to 
2 pulses:; 

p() The minimum exposure time for all equipment other than that specified in 
F.6b.ii.(2)(b) shall be equal to or less than one-sixtieth (1/60) second or a 
time interval required to deliver 5 mAs, whichever is greater; 

(d) Either the product of peak x-ray tube potential, current, and exposure time 
shall be limited to not more than 60 kWs per exposure, or the 
product of x-ray tube current and exposure time shall be limited to not more 
than 600 mAs per exposure except that, when the x-ray tube potential is less 
than 50 kVp, the product of x-ray tube current and exposure time shall be 
limited to not more than 2000 mAs per exposure; and
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(e) A visible signal shall indicate when an exposure has been terminated at the 
limits required by F.6b.ii.(2)(d), and manual resetting shall be required before 
further automatically timed exposures can be made.  

iv. Exposure Duration (Timer) Linearity. For systems having independent selection of exposure 
time settings, the average ratios (Xi) of exposure to the indicated timer setting, in units of C 
kg's"' (mR/s), obtained at any two clinically used timer settings shall not differ by more than 
0.10 times their sum. This is written as: 

(X, - X2) # 0. 1 (X + X2) 

where X, and X2 are the average C kg's"' (mR/s) values.  

v. Exposure Control Location. The x-ray exposure control shall be so placed that the operator 
can view the patient while making any exposure.  

vi. Operator Protection, Except Veterinary Systems.  

(1) Stationary Systems. Stationary x-ray systems shall be required to have the x-ray 
control permanently mounted in a protected area so that the operator is required to 
remain in that protected area during the entire exposure.  

(2) Mobile and Portable Systems. Mobile, ad portable, x-ray systems which are: 

(a) Used continuously for greater than one week in the same location, i a room or suite, shall meet the J e of F.6b.vi.(,); 
te r quiremetsof.b ,-D' .  

'. 
A' 

" '..  

-ta on wee ath mlai'hal (b) Used for.less thanoneweekatthesame locatio shal be provided with either 
a protective barrier at least 2 meters'(6.5 feet) high foropera torprotecton 
-ur-ng exposues, or means s"halI bedproyded to allo~w.theoperator tobe at 
least 2.7 meters; (9 feet) ýfrom the6 tube hous§ing a ssembly during the ex'posure.  

vii. Operator Protection for Veterinary Systems All stationa, mobile or porable x-ray systems, 
used for veterinary work shall be provided with either a 2 meter (6.5 feet) high protective.' 
barrier for operator protection during exposures, or shall be provided with means to allow 
the operator to be at least 2.7 meters (9 feet) from the tube housing assembly during 
exposures.  

C. Source-to-Skin Distance. All mobile or portable radiographic systems shall be provided with means 
to limit the source-to-skin distance to equal to or greater than 30 centimeters, except for veterinary 
systems.  

d. Exposure Reproducibility. When all technique factors are held constant, including control panel 
selections associated with automatic exposure control systems, the coefficient of variation of 
exposure for both manual and automatic exposure control systems shall not exceed 0.05. This 
requirement applies to clinically used techniques.
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e. Radiation from Capacitor EnerD= Storage Equipment in Standby Status. Radiation emitted from the 
x-ray tube when the system ii fully charged and the exposure switch or timer is not activated shall 
qrv#h fhhg#d#udwh#ri#318#}F2nj#+5#ploolurhqvjhqv,#shu#krxu#dwv#8#fhqwlphwhuv#iurp#dql#d 
surface of the diagnostic source assembly, with the beam-limiting device fully open.  

f. Accuracy. Deviation of measured technique factors from indicated values of kVp and exposure time 
shall not exceed the limits specified for that system by its manufacturer. In the absence of 
manufacturer's specifications, the deviation shall not exceed 10 percent of the indicated value for 
kVp and 20 percent for time.  

g. mA/mAs Linearity. The following requirements apply when the equipment is operated on a power 
supply as specified by the manufacturer forany fixed x-ray tube potential within the range of 40 
percent to 100 percent of the maximum rated: 

i. Equipment Having Independent Selection of X-Ray Tube Current (mA). The average ratios 
(X)- of exposure to the indicated milliampere-seconds product (C kg"' mAs' (or mR/mAs)) 
obtained at any two consecutive tube current settings shall not differ by more than 0.10 times 
their sum: 

X.-X2 < 0.10(X,+X2) 

where X, and X2 are the average values obtained at each of two consecutive tube current 
settings, or at two settings differing by no more than a factor of 2 where the tube current 
selection is continuous.  

U. .Equipment -Having a Combined X-RayTuibe Current-Exposure -Time- Product. (mAs) 
Selectoi.- But Not 4a ;Separate-Tube Ci-rent'(mA)Selector. The average ratios (X- of 
exp e t ,m ithe-dcatd _nl l er- sn productin unts-of C -kg r.As' (or 
" imR/iAS),-obtaindd at aaytwo consecutive niAs selector settings shall tiot differ by more 

41i 010 :fXi-s <0.10 IO(X,: X2) 

where X, and X2are the average values obtained at any two riAs selector settings, or at two 
settings differing by no more than actor of 2 where the mAs selector provides continuous 
selection.  

iii. Measurine Compliance. Deterrmination of compliance shall be based on 10 exposures taken 
within a time period of one hour, at each of the two settings. These two settings may include 
any two focal spot sizes except where one is equal to or less than 0.45 millimeters and the 
other is greater than 0.45 millimeters. For purposes of this requirement, focal spot size is the 
nominal focal spot size specified by the x-ray tube manufacturer.  

h. Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only. Diagnostic x-ray systems 
incorporating one or more certified component(s) shall be required to comply with the following 
additional requirement(s) which relate to that certified component(s).
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Beam Limitation for Stationary and Mobile General Purpose X-Ray Systems.  

(1) There shall be provided a means of stepless adjustment of the size of the x-ray field.  
The minimum field size at an SID of 100 centimeters shall be equal to or less than 
5 centimeters by 5 centimeters.  

(2) When a light localizer is used to define the x-ray field, it shall provide an average 
illumination of not less than 160 lux or 15 feeteadlekfoot-candles at 100 centimeters 
or at the maximum SID, whichever is less. The average illumination shall be based 
upon measurements made in the approximate center of each quadrant of the light 
field. Radiation therapy simulation systems manufactured on and after May 27, 
1980, are exempt from this requirement.  

(3) The edge of the light field at 100 centimeters or at the maximum SID, whichever is 
less, shill have a contrast ratio, corrected for ambient lighting, of not less than 4 in 
the case of beam-limiting devices designed for use on stationary equipment, and a 
contrast ratio of not less than 3 in the case of beam-limiting devices designed for use 
on mobile equipment. The contrast ratio is defined as 11/42 where I1 is the 
illumination 3 millimeters from the edge of the light field toward the center of the 
field; and 12 is the illumination 3 millimeters from the edge of the light field away 
,from the center of the field. Compliance shall be determined with a measuring 
instrument aperture of I millimeter in diameter.  

ii. Beam Limitation and Alignment on Stationary General Purpose X-Ray Systems Equipped 
. ,with PBL. IfPBL is being used,'thef01!dwg reqUirements shall be met: 

,() PBL shall ji~~iit th pro'ducto ocXays he 

(a) Either the:length pr width of the x-ray field in the plane of the imagere tor 
-differs, except as permitt by F.6h.•ii.(3),'from the corresponding image 
receptordimensions by more than'3 percent of the SID; or 

(b) The sum of the length and width differences as stated in F.6h.ii.(1)(a) without 
.rgad to sign exceeds 4 percent of the SID; 

(2) Compliance with F.6h.ii.(1) shall be determined when the equipment indicates that 
the beam axis is perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor. Compliance shall 
be determined no sooner than 5 seconds after insertion of the image receptor; 

(3) The PBL system shall be capable of operation, at the discretion of the operator, such 
that the size of the field may be made smaller than the size of the image receptor 
through stepless adjustment of the field size. The minimum field size at an SID of 
100 centimeters shall be equal to or less than 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters;
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(4) The PBL system shall be designed such that if a change in image receptor does not 
cause an automatic return to PBL function as described in F.6h.ii.(l), then any 
change of image receptor size or SID must cause the automatic return.  

iii. Beam Limitation for Portable X-Ray Systems. Beam limitation for portable x-ray systems 
shall meet the beam limitation requirements of F.6a.i. or F.6h.ii.  

i. Tube Stands for Portable X-Ray Systems. A tube stand or other mechanical support shall be used 
for portable x-ray systems, so that the x-ray tube housing assembly need not be hand-held during 
exposures.  

Sec. F.7 - Intraoral Dental Radiogmaphic Systems. In addition to the provisions of F.3 and F.4, the 
requirements of F.7 apply to x-ray equipment and associated facilities used for dental radiography.  
Requirements for extraoral dental radiographic systems are covered in F.6. Only systems meeting the 
requirements of F.7 shall be used.  

a. Source-to-Skin Distance (SSD). X-ray systems designed for use with an intraoral image receptor 
shall be provided with means to limit SSD, to not less than: 

i. 18 centimeters if operable above 50 kVp; or 

ii. 10 centimeters if operable at 50 kVp only.  

b. Beam Limitation. Radiographic systems designed for use with an intraoral image receptor shall be 
provided with means to limit the x-raybeam such that the beam at the minimum SSD shall be 
containable in a circle having a diameter of no more than 7 centimeters.

Radiation Exvosure Control.  

Si -Exo6oure Initiation." 

V (1);7 :-Means shallbe~proVided to initiate the radiation exposure by a deh'berate action on 
the part oftheooperator,.such as the depression of a switch. Radiation exposure shall 
not be initiated without such an action; and 

(2) It shall not be possible to make an exposure when the timer is set to a "zero" or "off' 
position if either position is provided.  

ii. Exposure Indication. Means shall be provided for visual indication observable at or from the 
operator's protected position whenever x-rays are produced. In addition, a signal audible to 
the operator shall indicate that the exposure has terminated.  

iii. Exposure Termination.
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(1) Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure at a preset time interval, preset 
product of current and time, a preset number of pulses, or a preset radiation exposure 
to the image receptor.  

(2) An x-ray exposure control shall be incorporated into each x-ray system such that an 
exposure can be terminated by the operator at any time, except for exposures of 2 
second or less.  

(3) Termination of an exposure shall cause automatic resetting of the timer to its initial 
setting or to "zero." 

iv. Exposure Duration (Timer) Linearity. For systems having independent selection of exposure 
time settings, the average ratios (X) of exposure to the indicated timer setting, in units of C 
kgl s-1 (mR/s), obtained at any two clinically used timer settings shall not differ by more than 
0.10 times their sum. This is written as: 

(X,-X 2)#0.1 (X, +X2) 

where X, and X2 are the average values.  

v. Exposure Control Location and Operator Protection.  

(1) Stationary x-ray systems shall be required to have the x-ray exposure control 
permanently mounted in a protected area, so that the operator is required to remain 
in that protected area during the entire exposure; and .,.  

(2),- Mobile and portable x-raY systems which are: 

(a) Used for greater than one week in the same location, i.e., aro6m-or suite, 
shall meet the requirementsof F.7c.v.(1); 

(b) Used for less than one week in the same location shall be proided: 
with either a protective barrier at least 2meters (6.5 feet) highfor' 
operator protection,- or means to allowthe operator to be at least 2.7 
meters 
(9 feet) from the tube housing assembly while making exposuIres. .  

d. Reproducibility. When the equipment is operated on an adequate power supply as specified 
by the manufacturer, the estimated coefficient of variation of radiation exposures shall be no 
greater than 0.05, for any specific combination of selected technique factors.  

e. mA/mAs Linearity. The following requirements apply when the equipment is operated on 
a power supply as specified by the manufacturer for any fixed x-ray tube potential within the 
range of 40 percent to 100 percent of the maximum rated.  

Equipment Having Independent Selection of X-Ray Tube Current (mA). The average 
ratios (Xi) of exposure to the indicated milliampere-seconds product, in units of C kg-
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I mAs-' (or mR/mAs), obtained at any two consecutive tube current settings shall not 
differ by more than 0.10 times their sum: 

X, - X; _< 0.10 (X,+X2) 

where X, and X2 are the average values obtained at each of two consecutive tube 
current settings, or at two settings differing by no more than a factor of 2 where the 
tube current selection is continuous.  

Ii. Ecuipment Having a Combined X-Ray Tube Current-Exposure Time Product (mAs) 
Selector, But Not a Separate Tube Current (mA) Selector. The average ratios (X).  
of exposure to the indicated milliampere-seconds product, in units of C kg' mAsM' 
(or mR/mAs), obtained at any two consecutive mAs selector settings shall not differ 
by more than 0.10 times their sum: 

X,-X 2 < 0.10(XI+X 2) 

where X, and X2 are the average values obtained at any two mAs selector settings, 
or at two settings differing by no more than a factor of 2 where the mAs selector 
provides continuous selection..• 

ii. Measuring Compliance. Determination of compliance shall be based on 10 exposures 
taken within a time period -of one.hour, at each'of the two settings. These two 
settings may include a6nyt focal spot sizesexcept whee one is equal toor less 

than 0.45rmillimeteri'nd the6,-th'".i tej thai OA5iilmtrs For pupssof 
thisrequirement, fo spotizeis thený n a focal spot size specified by the x-ray 
tube manufaciurerj 

f.: Accuracy.' :D tio&n6ftchiquefactors from indicated values' for kVp 'and exposure time 
(if time is independently seletable -shall not exceedthe limits specified for that system by 
its manufacturer. In the absence of manufacturer's specifications the deviation shall not 
exceed 10 percent •ofthe indicated value for kVp and 20 percent for time.  

g. kVp Limitations. Dental x-ray machines with a nominal fixed kVp of less than 50 kVp shall 
not be used to make diagnostic dental radiographs of humans.  

h. Administrative Controls.  

i. Patient and film holding devices shall be used when the techniques permit.  

ii. The tube housing and the PID shall not be hand-held during an exposure.
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iii. The x-ray system shall be operated in such a manner that the useful beam at the 
patient's skin does not exceed the requirements of F.7b.  

iv. Dental fluoroscopy without image intensification shall not be used.  

Sec. F. 1 - Computed Tomoga~phy X-Ray Systems, 

a. Definitions. In addition to the definitions provided in A.2 and F.2 of these regulations, the 
following definitions shall be applicable to F. 11: 

"Computed tomography dose index" means the integral from -7T to +7T of the dose profile along 
a line perpendicular to the tomographic plane divided by the product of the nominal tomographic 
section thickness and the number of tomograms produced in a single scan, that is: 

Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation.  

where: 
z = Position along a line perpendicular to the tomographic plane; 

D Dose at posiion; plne .  

TNo~ni~dtomographic section thickness; 

Sn 1 - Number oftomograms produced in a single scan.  

This definition aseumps that the-dose prgfileis cetered around z=0 and that, for a multiple 
tomogram system, the scan increment between adjacent scans is nT.  

"Contrast scale means the change in the linear attenuation coefficient per CTN relative to water, 
that is: 

Install Equation Editor and double-"
click here to view equation.  

where: 

Install Equation Editor and double

click here to view equation. = Linear attenuation coefficient of the material of 
interest;
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Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation. f Linear attenuation coefficient of water; 
Install Equation Editor and double
click here to %iew equation. = of the material of interest; 
Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation. of water.

"CS" (See "Contrast scale").  

"CT conditions of operation" means all selectable parameters governing the operation of a CT x-ray 
system including, but not limited to, nominal tomographic section thickness, filtration, and the 
technique factors as defined in F.2.  

"CTDI" (See "Computed tomography dose index").  

"CT gantry" means the tube housing assemblies, beam-limiting devices, detectors, and the 
supporting structures and frames which hold these components.  

"CTN" (See "CT number").  

"CT Number" means the number used to represent the x-ray attenuation associated with each 
elemenitalareaofthe CT image. U .. .  

Instali E Editor and double
i e v•i.ew e-quati. .on.

where:•;: ;I.: .

Instal Eq~uation Editor and double;'- .  

cick here to 4iew equation: = A constant, a normal value of 1,000 when the 
Houndsfield scale of CTN is used;

Install Equation Editor and doubleclick here to view equation.  

interest; 
Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation.

Linear attenuation coefficient of the material of 

= Linear attenuation coefficient of water.

"Dose profile" means the dose as a function of position along a line.  

"Elemental area" means the smallest arca within a tomogram for which the x-ray attenuation 
properties of a body are depicted. (See also "Picture element").
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"Multiple tomogr'am system" means a computed tomography x-ray system which obtains x-ray 
transmission data simultaneously during a single scan to produce more than one tomogram.  

"Noise" means the standard deviation of the fluctuations in CTN expressed as a percentage of the 
attenuation coefficient of water. Its estimate (S.) is calculated using the following expression: 

Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation.  

where: 

Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation. = Linear attenuation coefficient of the material of interest.  
Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation. Linear attenuation coefficient of water.  
Install Equation Editor and double
click here to view equation. = Standard deviation of the CTN of picture elements in 

a specified area of 
the CT image.  

"."Nominal tomographic section thickness" means the full width at half-maximum of the sensitivity"..  
profile taken* at the center of the cross-sectional volume over which x-ray transmission data are Scollected ! 

"Picture element" means an elemental area of a tomogram.  

"Reference plane" means a plane which is displaced from and parallel to the tomographic plane."

"Scan" means the complete process of collecting x-ray transmission data for the production of a 
tomogram. Data can be collected simultaneously'during a single scan for the production of one or 
more tomograms.  

"Scan increment" means the amount of relative displacement of the patient with respect to the CT 
x-ray system between successive scans measured along the direction of such displacement.  

"Scan sequence" means a pre-selected set of two or more scans performed consecutively under pre
selected CT conditions of operation.  

"Scan time" means the period of time between the beginning and end of x-ray transmission data 
accumulation for a single scan.
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"Single tomogram system" means a CT x-ray system which obtains x-ray transmission data during 
a scan to produce a single tomogram.  

"Tomographic plane" means that geometric plane which is identified as corresponding to the output 
tomogram.  

"Tomographic section" means the volume of an object whose x-ray attenuation properties are imaged 
in a tomogram.  

b. Requirements for Equipment.  

i. Terminationi of Exposure.  

(1) Means shall be provided to terminate the x-ray exposure automatically by 
either de-energizing the x-ray source or shuttering the x-ray beam in the event 
of equipment failure affecting data collection. Such termination shall occur 
within an interval that limits the total scan time to no more than I 10 percent 
of its preset value through the use of either a backup timer or devices which 
monitor equipment functfon.  

(2) A visible signal shall indicate when the x-ray exposure has been terminated 
thrdigh the means required bySubdivision Pl11b.i(1).  

(3) The oper.ator shall be able to iernate the ix'ay exs sure at any'time during, 
a scanlor series of scans unde CT-x-rayys;em control,-ofgreater than one-V 
half second duration.•: 

11. Tonmoraphic Plaie Indication'and Aliiini-ent. '•'". " 

( .)..or any single tomogram systemn, mieans sliall beprbovided to permit visual 
deiernaion of the tomographic plane or a reference plane offset from the 

tomographic plane.  

(2) For any multiple tomogram system, means shall be provided to permit visual 
determination of the location of a reference plane. This reference plane can 
be offset from the location of the tomographic planes.  

(3) If a device using a light source is used to satisfy the requirements of 
Subdivisions F.l l b.ii.(l) or (2), the light source shall provide illumination 
levels sufficient to permit visual determination of the location of the 
tomographic plane or reference plane under ambient light conditions of up to 
500 lux.
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iii. Beam-On and Shutter Status Indicators and Control Switches.  

(1) The CT x-ray control and gantry shall provide visual indication whenever x
rays are produced and, if applicable, whether the shutter is open or closed.  

(2) Each emergency button or switch shall be clearly-labeled as to its function.  

iv. Indication of CT Conditions of Operation. The CT x-ray system shall be designed 
such that the CT conditions of 4eration to be used during a scan or a scan sequence 
shall be indicated prior to the initiation of a scan or a scan sequence. On equipment 
having all or some of these conditions of operation at fixed values, this requirement 
may be met by permanent markings. Indication of CT conditions of operation shall 
be visible from any position from which scan initiation is possible.  

v. Extraneous Radiation. When data are not being collected for image production, the 
radiation adjacent to the tube port shall not exceed that permitted by F.4c.  

vi. Maximum Surface CTDI Identification. The angular position where the maximum 
surface CTDI occurs shall be identified to allow for reproducible positioning of a CT 
dosimetry phantom.  

vii. Additional Requirements Applicable to CTX-Ray Systems Containing a Gantry 
:Manufactured'Aft'erSetember . 1985.  
(1) The total error i the indicated location ofthe too c aneor reference 

pta~ne shall fiot e-xce6ed,5 millimeters.  

" (2) If the x-ray prdytion period is less than one-half second, the indication of 
x-ray production sh-hAbe actuated f6f at 16at oiie-half 6oind. Indicators at 
.or nea the gantry shall be discernible from any point external to the patient 
,opening where insertion of any part of the human body into the primary beam 
is possible..  

(3) The deviation of indicated scan increment versus actual increment shall not 
exceed plus or minus 1 millimeter with any mass from 0 to 100 kilograms 
resting on the, support device. The patient support device shall be 
incremented from a typical starting position to the maximum incremented 
distance or 30 centimeters, whichever is less, and then returned to the starting 
position. Measurement of actual versus indicated scan increment may be 
taken anywhere along this travel.
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(4) Premature termination of the x-ray exposure by the operator shall necessitate 
resetting of the CT conditions of operation prior to the initiation of another 
scan.  

c. Facility Design Requirements.  

L. Aural Communication. Provision shall be made for two-way aural communication 
between the patient and the operator at the control panel.  

Ii. Viewing Systems.  

(1) Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television, or an equivalent shall be 
provided to permit continuous observation of the patient during irradiation 
and shall be so located that the operator can observe the patient from the 
control panel.  

(2) When the primary viewing system is by electronic means, an alternate 
viewing system (which may be electronic) shall be available for use in the 
event of failure of the primary viewing system.  

d. Surveys. Calibrations.' Spot Checks.; and Onerating Procedures.  

": (1)! AllZ CT.x-ray systemsniisigt•alldia ' [insertlthe-effective date of.the 
regulations] andtsesytmnot prevously surs-v, eyed shall have a survey 

': ... m~ade by, runderthedirectioin o tWa qualified e 'pert. In addition, such 
sur-. y$:shal be done ýftr any cb e in the facility or equipment which 
might causeatigni ficant increase in'radiation hazard.  

(2) The registrant shall obtain a written report of the survey from the qualified 
expert, and a copy of the report shall be made available to the Agency upon 
request.  

ii. Radiation Calibrations.  

(1) The calibration of the radiation output of the CT x-ray system shall be 
performed by, or under the direction of, a qualified expert who is physically 
present at the facility during such calibration.  

(2) The calibration of a CT x-ray system shall be performed at intervals specified 
by a qualified expert and after any change or replacement of components
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which, in the opinion of the qualified expert, could cause a change in the 
radiation output.  

(3) The calibration of the radiation output of a CT x-ray system shall be 
performed with a calibrated dosimetry system. The calibration of such 
system shall be traceable to a national standard. The dosimetry system shall 
have been calibrated within the preceding 2 years.  

(4) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall be used in determining the radiation output 
of a CT x-ray system. Such phantom(s) shall meet the following 
specifications and conditions of use: 

(a) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall be -right circular cylinders of 
polymethyl methacrylate of density 1.19 plus or minus 0.01 grams 
per cubic centimeter. The phantom(s) shall be at least 14 centimeters 
in length and shall have diameters of 32.0 centimeters for testing CT 
x-ray systems designed to image any section of the body and 16.0 
centimeters for systems designed to image the head or for whole body 
scanners operated in the head scanning mode; 

(b) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall provide means for the placement of 
a dosimeter(s) along the axis of rotation and along a line parallel to 
the'axis of rotation 1.0 centimeter fromrthe outer surface and within 
the phintom. Means for the placement of dosimeters or alignment 
devices at other locationsm.a• bepro9vded; 

(C) >•,Ay efftsf.on the dosso nm sed due to the removal of phantom 

: material to accommodate dosimeters shall be accounted for through 
-approprate. corrections to the reported.data or included in the 
statement of maximum deviation for the values obtained using the 

(d) All dose measurements shall be performed with the CT dosimetry 
phantom placed on the patient couch or support device without 
additional attenuation materials present.  

(5) The calibration shall be required for each type of head, body, or whole-body 

scan performed at the facility.  

(6) Calibration shall meet the following requirements: 

(a) The dose profile along the center axis of the CT dosimetry phantom 
for the minimum, maximum, and midrange values of the nominal
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tomographic section thickness used by the registrant shall be 
measurable. Where less than 3 nominal tomographic thicknesses can 
be selected, the dose profile determination shall be performed for 
each available nominal tomographic section thickness; 

(b) The CTDI' along the two axes specified in Subdivision F. ld.ii.(4)(b) 
shall be measured. The CT dosimetry phantom shall be oriented so 
that the measurement point 1.0 centimeter from the outer surface and 
within the phantom is in the same angular position within the gantry 
as the point of maximum surface CTDI identified. The CT conditions 
of operation shall correspond to typical values used by the registrant; 

(c) The spot checks specified in F.1 Id.iii. shall be made.  

(7) Calibration procedures shall be in writing. Records of calibrations performed 
shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency.  

iii. Spot Checks.  

(1) The spot-check procedures shall be in writing and shall have been developed 
by a qualified expert.  

(2) The spot-check procedures shall incorporate the use of.a CT.dosimetry 
phantom WhichAbas aMcapabilityoflpoviding an indiction of contrast scle,.  
noise, nominal tomographic si;on' thickness,,the resolution capability of the 

system for low andhigh'contrast objects, and meas 'gthe mean CTN for: 
water or bther reference mati enl.  

(3) All spot checks shall be icrliididir the calibration required by F.1 1d.ii. and 
at time intervals and under system conditions specified by a qualified expert.: 

(4) Spot checks shall include .acquiisitionof images obtained with the CT 
dosimetry phantom(s) using the same processing mode and CT conditions of 
operation as are used to perform calibrations required by F.11d.ii. The 
images shall be retained, until a new calibration is performed, in two forms 
as follows: 

(a) Photographic copies of the images obtained from the image display 
device; and 

2 For the purpose of determining the CTDI, the manufacturer's statement as to the nominal tomographic section thickness 
for that particular system may be utilized.
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(b) Images stored in digital form on a storage medium compatible with 
the CT x-ray system.  

(5) Written records of the spot checks performed shall be maintained for 
inspection by the Agency.  

iv. Operating Procedures.  

(1) The CT x-ray system shall not be operated except by an individual who has 
been specifically trained in its operation.  

(2) Information shall be available at the control panel regarding the operation and 
calibration of the system. Such information shall include the following: 

(a) Dates of the latest calibration and spot checks and the location within 
the facility where the results of those tests may be obtained; 

(b) Instructions on the use of the CT dosimetry phantom(s) including a 
schedule of spot checks appropriate for the system, allowable 
variations for the indicated parameters, and the results of at least the 
most recent spot checks conducted on the system;" 

(c) The, distancin millimeters tetwefornthetomographic plane and the 
efiplepane if~a referencepane is utilizedki, and 

(d) :A current technique Chartlavailable at the.:control panel which Sspecifies for each routine examination the CT conditions of opeiration 
and the number of scans per examination.

(3) If the calibration or spot check of the CT x-ray system identifies that a system 
operating parameter has exceeded a tolerance established by the qualified 
expert, use of the CT x-ray system on patients shall be limited to those uses 
permitted by established written instructions of the qualified expert.  

Sec. F.12 - Mammogoraphy.  

*Note: for use by states without certification authority from FDA. By adopting these 
reguirements, this Agency does not have enforcement, sanction, or penalty authority for federal 
violations.  

Requirements for Certification.*
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a. Only x-ray systems. pursuant to the Mammouraphv Quality Standards Act of 1992, 
Public Law 102-539, and 21 C.F.R. Part 900. shall be used for screening and diagnostic 
mammography.  

b. A facility performing mammoM'aphv shall have a valid certificate issued by the U.S.  
Department of Health and Human Services. pursuant to the Mammog'aVhv Quality 
Standards Act of 1992, Public Law 102-539, and 21 C.F.R. Part 900.  

c. A facility performing mammoeraphv shall ensure that the additional mammography 
activities of processing the x-ray film. interpreting the image, and maintaining viewing 
conditions, wherever performed, meet all quality standards pursuant to the 
MammoMeaphy Quality Standards Act of 1992, Public Law 102-539, and 21 C.F.R. Part 

9F0u0. b w t authoit-romDA.  

[Note: For use by states with certificaton authority from FDA.**

a. Reguirements for Certification.**

i. General. After the effective date of these reeulations, a certificate issued by the 
Agency is reuuired for lawful operation of all imnanmogaphy facilities sub ect to 
the provisions of this section. To obtain a certificate from the Agency. facilities 
are required 'to'meetthejqualitV W•tdgidrdsi ii-Ri 2b'.,ad to be accredited by an 

-approved acceditation body: :

'i.. AbO lictiori.  

(1) Certificates.  

(a) hIn ore to aifyfora cerifi cate, a fcilitymustovlv to an 
FDA-Vaprved accreditation body.  

(b~) Flon2t emAevs receipt of the accre~ditation bod3's decision 
to accredit a facilitw-the -ehocv may issue a certificate to the 
facilitV. obr reneW an existinO cerfificate. if the A~eic'v determines 
that the facility has -satisfied the reguiremhents -for certification or 
recertification.  

(2) Provisional certificates.  

(a) A new facility is eligible to anply for a provisional certificate. The 
provisional certificate will allow the facility to verform 
mammography and to obtain clinical images needed to ompet
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the accreditation process. To receive a provisional certificate, a 
facility must applv and submit the reguired information to an FDA
approved accreditation body.  

(b) Following the Agencv's receipt of the accreditation body's decision 
that a facility has submitted the required information, the Agency 
may issue a provisional certificate to a facility upon determination 
that the facility has satisfied the requirements for provisional 
certification. A provisional certificate shall be effective for up to 
six months from the date of issuance. A provisional certificate 
cannot be renewed, but a facility may apply for a 90-day extension 
of the provisional certificate.  

- (3) Extension of provisional certificate.  

(a) To apply for a 90-day extension to a provisional certificate, a 
facility shall submit to its accreditation body a statement of what 
the facility is doing to obtain certification and evidence that there 
would be a significant adverse impact on access to mammography 
in the geoeraphic area served if such facility did not obtain an 

....... . (b) Follwi thA•&'sreeipt of the ac itaion bbdv's decision; 
* - '~~ ~ thit~fcili~ sNuiibrifffted the recuiiir~d ihifohfirriiifi the Agency 

may issue a 90-day extie ii6nf6fth-f i ti6ifii- c-fificate upon 
determination'that the facility has satisfied th6 reuuirements for the 
90-day extenision:2 

(c) -There can be no r'enewal of a provisi6hal cetiict beyon the 90-
.day extension. - S .  

iii. Reinstatement Poli ::. A-i-eiodsly certified facilitV that has allowed its 
certificate to expire.-that has been-refused a renewal of its certificate by FDA or 
the Agency, or that has had its certificate Suspended or revoked by FDA or the 
Agency, may aVply to have the certificate-reinstated so that the facility may be 
considered to be a new facility and theieby be eligible for a provisional certificate.  

(1) Unless prohibited from reinstatemen tinder F. 12a.iii.(4). a facility 
applying for reinstatement shall: 

(a) Contact an FDA-approved accreditation body to determine the 
requirements for reapplication for accreditation:
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(b) Fully document its history as a previously provisionally certified or 
certified mammography facility, including the following 
information: 

1. Name and address of the facility under which it was 
previously provisionally certified or certified: 

2. Name of previous owner/lessor, 

3. FDA facility identification number assigned to the facility 
. under its previous certification: and 

4. Expiration date of the most recent FDA provisional 
certificate or certificate: and 

(c) Justify application for reinstatement of accreditation by submitting 
to the accreditation body or other entity designated by the Agency.  
a corrective action plan that details how the facility has corrected 
deficiencies that contributed to the lapse of. denial of renewal. or 
revocation of its certificate.  

(2) .The A&6nva-myiissue a lprovisional certificate to the facility if: 

(a) ',Foli*iýo g'th•Agencys receipt of the accreditation body's decision 
-. that a facility has adequately corrected, or is in the process of 

: -.. (~lJ-.(): The -A• etemis that the facility has taken sufficient 
- . corrective aitiorisidce the lapse of, denial or renewal, or 

:• "" " •::.revOc-atidfnbf itsýprevious certificate.  

(3) After 'reMiving the roýisionial certificate, the facility may lawfully resume 
performing mammiography services while completing the requirements for 

..- . certification. .

(4) If a facility's certificate was revoked on the basis of an act described in 
F. 12d., no person who owned or operated that facility at the time the act 
occurred may own or operate a mammographv facility within two years of 
the date of revocation.  

iv. Each certified mammography facility shall pay an annual certification fee of 
$ within thirty days after the billing date. Failure to pay the required fee 
shall be grounds for suspension or revocation of the certificate.
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b. Ouality Standards.

L Personnel. The following requirements apply to all personnel involved in any 
aspect of mammoeraphy. including the production, processing, and interpretation 
of mammograms and related quality assurance activities: 

(I) Interpreting physicians. All physicians interpreting mammograms shall 
meet the following qualifications: 

(a) Initial qualifications. Unless the exemption in F.12b.i.(l)(c)l. of 
this subsection applies, before beginning to interpret mammomrams 
independently, the interpreting physician shall: 

1. Be licensed to practice medicine in this State

2. Meet the following requirements: 

(A): Be certified in an appropriate specialty area by a 
body determined bv the Agency or FDA to have 
procedures and requirements adequate to ensure that 

,-physicians certified by the body are competent to 
. . - .interpret radiOlogical or6oediire.including 

:mammo-rp orB•o 

* - (B Be crtifid in~ iafosicradiolo~vby eithierthe

'U . Osteopathic Board of Radiology, or the Royal 
•kColleae-ofPh'siciagg-And S&eiuý 6of Caxi-aola•.o 

- " have had at least three months of documented 
formal training in the interpretation of 

. mammograms and in topics related to 
mammography. The training shall include : 
"instruction in radiation physics. including radiation 
physics specific to mammography, radiation effects, 
and radiation protection. The mammogravhic 
interpretation component shall be under the direct 
supervision of a physician who meets the 
requirements of F. I 2b.i.(l):

Sec. F.II

(C) Have a minimum of sixty hours of documented 
medical education in mammography, which shall 
include: instruction in the interpretation of
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mnammrogrM~s and education in basic breast 
anatomy, patholomy physiolomv technical aspects 
of marmomorphy. and quality assurance and gualitv 
control in mamnmog~ranhy. All sixty of these hours 
shall be Category I and at least fifteen of the 
Categor I hours shall have been acquired with the 
three years imnmediately pri~or to the date that the 
physician gualifies as an interreting physician.  
Hours spent in residency snecificallv devoted to 
marnmoWrahy will be considered as equivalent to 
Category I continuing education credits and shall be 
accepted if documented in writing by the 
anpropriate renresentative of the training institution: 
and 

(D) Unless the exemption in F. I2b.i.0(l0c2. applies.  
have interreted or multi-read at 240 
marmknogra~h~ic examinations within the six-month 
Reio imeitly vrior to the date that the 
physician gualifies as an interpreting physician.  
This interretation or multi-reading shall be under 
the direct sunpervision of an interpreting physician.-

*,.wb Continu~ing exveriehce and 'education": All intn'rprtting phsans.  
* .. ~. 2shall'inaintain their MualificAtions by ýmeeting the followin9' 

- r furrments:

'p:;TA 1 :~FlowMn i the 6r sec ndnnversary date of the`end of the 
* .: calendar guarter in which the r~uiremnents of F.!2b1l( Wa) 

* werýe competed, he interpreting physician shall halve 
intewreted or multi-read at least 960 mnarmoraogph~i 

..examinations during-the twenty-four months immediately 
preceding the date of the facility's annual MOSA insection 
or the last day of the calendar guarter preceding the 
inspection or an date in-between the two. The fcility 
shall choose one of these dates to determine the 24-month 

2. Following the third anniversary date of the end of the 
calendar guarter in which the requiremnents of F. I 2b.i.(l )(a) 
were completed, the intep~reting physician shall have 
taught or completed at least fifteen Category I continuing 
medical education units in marmomoaphy during the thirty-
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six months immediately preceding the date of the facility's 
annual MOSA inspection or the last day of the calendar 
quarter preceding the inspection or any date in between the 
two. The facility shall choose one of these dates to 
determine the 36-month period. This training shall include 
at least six Category I continuing medical education credits 
in each mammographic modality used by the interpreting 
physician in his or her practice: and 

3. Before an interpreting physician may begin independently 
interpreting mammograms produced by a new 
manmmographic modality, that is, a mammor'aphic 
modality in which the physician has not previously been 
trained, the interpreting physician shall have at least eight 
hours of training in the new mammoeraphic modality.  

4. Units earned through teaching a specific course can be'' 
counted only once towards the fifteen required by 
F. 12b.i.(1)(b)2., even if the course is taught multiple times 
during the previous thirty-six months.

(c) Exemptions.

I., Those physicianis who"qualified as` iintepetngphysicians' 
un•--•. ider FDA'sinterim regulations Lrior to April 28. 1999 are 
c6nsideir t6ohave met the initial reiuienmentsof SF. 12b~i.tl)(a). They may continue tointeroret : 

mammograms provided they continue-to meet the liceniur 
-:requirement of F, i2b.i.fl)(a) 1. .id theO utiin•- . . .  
.experience and education ruirements of F. I 2b.i.(1)(.h)

2. Physicians who hive interpreted or multi-read at least 240 
mammographic examinations under the direct supervision 
of an interpreting physician in any six-month period during 
thelast two years of a diagnostic radiology residency and 
who become approprately board certified at the first 
allowable time, as defined by an eligible certifying body.  
are otherwise exempt from F. 12b.i.l)(a)4..  

(d) Reestablishing qualifications. Interpreting physicians who fail to 
maintain the required continuing experience or continuing 
education requirements shall reestablish their qualifications before 
resuming the independent interpretation of mammograms, as
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follows: 

1. Interpreting physicians who fail to meet the continuing 
experience requirements of F. 12b.i.( 1)(b) 1. shall: 

(A) Interpret or multi-read at least 240 mammoeraphic 
examinations under the direct supervision of an 
interpreting physician, or 

(B) Interpret or multi-read a sufficient number of 
imammoeraphic examinations under the direct 
supervision of an interpreting physician, to brine the 
physician's total uM to 960 examinations for the 
prior twenty-four months, whichever is less.  

(C) The interpretations reauired under 
F. 1 2b.i.(1)(d) I .(A) or F. 12b.i.(l )(d) 1.(B) shall be 
done within the six months immediately prior to 
resuming independent interpretation.  

2.: Interpreting physidias who fail to meet the continuing 
e ducation recuirexn-nits of F. 2b.i.(l)(b)2. shall obtain a 

*:= .i :~ sufficientnumberofadditional Category I contining' 
, .... , m icaleducationedifts in'mammography to'briig their 

: total upnto the iiitd fifteen credits in the previous thirty
- .saxinonthl before resuming independent interpretation: 

(2)-Radioiog6ic tdehiilogists. AlI ffami jraphicexaminations shall be 
performed by' adiOlogji:techfiblgists Who meet the following general 
requirements, mammography reuirements, and continuingeducation and 

:experience requirements:-.- : -.  

(a) General requireriients.  

I. Be licensed to perform general radiographic Mrocedures in 
this State: or 

2. Be certified and registered in active status with the 
American Registry of Radiologic Technologists in the field 
of radiography: and 

(b) Mammography requirements. Have, prior to April 28, 1999 
qualified as a radiologic technologist under F. I 2b.i.(2) or
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completed at least forty contact hours of documented training 
specific to mammography under the supervision of a qualified 
instructor. The hours of documented training shall include, but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

1. Training in breast anatomy and physioloQy, positioning and 
compression, quality assurance/quality control techniques.  
imaging of patients with breast implants: 

2. The performance of a minimum of twenty-fie 
Sexaminations under the direct supervision of an individual 

qualified under F. I 2b.i.(2): and 

3. At least eight hours of training in each mammographv 
modality to be used by the technologist in performing 
mammography exams: and 

(c) Continuing education requirements.  

L. Following the third anniversary date of the end of the 
calendar quarter in which the reKuirements of F.12b.i.(2)(a) 

Sand F.l2b.i.(2)(b) were ompleted, the-radiolo..
technio-lo'is 'hl t haAH Nf ~bt o completed at lestfifteen 
c,°ntinuing eduaidri 6units in iammograhy dring the. .  

S:. ':?thirtvsix mxntOh~iiiixi-ediatelg~ recing f date bf the 
.•". -+""acility's annual MOSA ction or the last day of the 

calendar quawtrA -p'rcdiný the in•p~on- ranydatein.  
-. between the two.Thefacility shall choose one of these 

"-+".: -. dates to detefrnthe36mionth A-rio .; 
....2. .Units +earned t ~hri teachi a •opecific course canbe 

counted only oncetowards the fifteen required in 
F.12b.i.(2)(c)L,. evenif the course is taught multiple times 
during the previous thirtl:Six months: 

3. At leastfsix of the c6ntimuini education units required in 

F. 12b.i.(2)(c)L-shall be related to each mammog-aph-ic 
modality used by the technologist.  

4. Requalification., Radjologic technologists who fail to meet 
the continuing education requirements of F. 12b.i.(2)(c) 1.  
shall obtain a sufficient number of continuing education 
units in mammography to bring their total up to at least
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fifteen in the previous three years, at least six of which 
shall be related to each modality used by the technologist in 
mammomraph . The technologist may not resume 
performing unsupervised mammo'ranhy examinations until 
the continuing education reMuirements are completed.

5. Before a radiologic technologist may begin independently 
performing mammonraphic examinations using a 
mammoernhic modality other than one of those for which 
the technologist received training under F. 12b.i.(2)Mb)3., the 
technologist shall have at least eight hours of continuing 
education units in the new modality.  

(d) Continuing experience requirements.  

1. Following the second anniversary date of the end of the 
:calendar guarter in which the requirements of F. I2b.i.(2)(a) 
and F. 12b.i.(2)(b) were completed or of April 28, 1999, 
whichever is later, the radiologic technologist shall have 

. . --. vperformed a. minimum of two hundred mammolraphv 
examinations during the twenty-four months immediately 
. .. &pr ding the date of the facility's annual MOSA inspection 
-or thelast day-bf the calendar quarter or any date in 

"bt "enthe tw. Th fa~cility shadllchoose oneof these: 
.. d'te'stolddteimiethet24-imonth-period.

2. ,6ReQuhfi9ition:l.R i c technolowists who fail to meet 
"- the continting experiecehreUirements of F12b.i.(2)(d)l.  

_ , . -- shall p nrforlna-mimnmuim of twenty-five ma- mo hraphv 
"...n exa atiorinsinderthe direct supervision of a ualified 

S•radi0olC techiiologist, before resuming the performance 
" of usupervised ihammography examinations.  

(3) Medical phyisicist.--AII medicaI &h)sicists conducting surveys of.  
mammography facilities and providing oversight of the facility iuality 
assurance program shall meet the following: 

(a) Initial qualifications.  

1. Be licensed or approved to practice in this State or have 
certification in diagnostic radiological physics or 
radiological physics by either the American Board of 
Radiology (ABR), the American Board of Medical Physics
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(ABMP). or any entity approved by the Agency or the :FDA: and 

2. Meet the following reuirements: 

(A) Have a masters de-ree or higher in a physical 
science from an accredited institution, with no less 
than twenty semester hours or equivalent (e.g..  
thirty quarter hours) of college undergraduate or 
graduate level physics: 

(B) Have twenty contact hours of documented 
specialized training in conducting surveys of 
mammograph facilities: and 

(C) Have the experience of conducting surveys of at 
least one mammography facility and a total of at 

* "least ten mammography units. No more than one 
survey of a specific unit within a period of sixty 
days can be counted towards the total 
Smammography unit survey requirement. After 

S... . ." .' .' " 2" A :-, l 28. 1999 experience conducting surveys shall 
be acquired underthe direct supervision of a 
..... edicaphysst who meetsall the reIuirements of 

. .F.Ib-(3)Ca -and F.12b.i. 3)(c) or, S............~.........".... ...... ".... .... 4 -

(b) Alternative-initial aualificati'nis. 
-.  

T; 7t' r ........... - .. 1. .. Haveii lifie ai` aical physicist under FDA's interim.  
"-egulationis and retained that qualification by mainteniance 
of active status of anylicensure, approval,;or certification 
required under the interim regulati6ns: and 

2. Priorto the Apl 28.,1999 have:.  

"' (A) -A bachelors degee or higherin a physical science 
"from an accredited institution with no less than ten 
semester hours or equivalent of college 
undergraduate or Vaduate level physics.  

(B) Forty contact hours of documented specialized 
training in conducting surveys of mammography 
facilities 

and,
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(C) Have the experience of conducting surveys of at 
least one mammography facility and a total of at 
least twenty mammom'aphy units. No more than 
one survey of a specific unit within a period of sixty 
days can be counted towards the total 
mammoranphy unit survey reouirement. The 
training and experience requirements shall be met 
after fulfilling the deree requirement.  

(c) Continuing qualifications.  

1. Continuing education. Following the third anniversary date 
of the end of the calendar quarter in which the requirements 
of F. 12b.i.(3)(a) and F.12b.i.(3)(b) were completed, the 
medical physicist shall have taught or completed at least 
fifteen continuing education units in mammoravhy during 
the thirty-six months immediately preceding the date of the 
facility's annual inspection or the last day of the calendar 
quarter preceding the inspection or any date in between the 
.twoThe facility-shall choose one of these dates to 
deterine the 36-ftiohth period. This continuing education 
shall include hours of training anpropriate to each 

* - mammograbhic modality evaluated by the medical 
.: : .,-phsicist durnghis or her-suveysor oversiiht of quality 

"'-�"assuranc pgramsUnits earned through teaching a 
""..: -specific course can be'counted onlyibnce towards the 

..- -.- reuiredfifteenunits n a36-month period. even if the 
.courseis taught ifmltiple times during the thirty-six months.  

-,2.: -Cditinuing experience. Following the second anniversarM 

... dateof the end of the calendar quarter in which the 
:requirements of F.1 2b.i.(3)(a) or F. 1 2b.i.(3)(b) were 
completed or of April 28,1999 whichever is later, the 

-medical physicist shall have surveyed at least two 
mammoeraphv facilities and a total of at least six 
nmammography units during the twenty-four months 

immediately preceding the date of the facility's annual 
MQSA inspection or the last day of the calendar quarter or 
any date in-between the two. The facility shall choose one 
of these dates to determine the 24-month period. No more 
than one survey of a svecific facility within a 10-month 
period or a specific unit within a period of sixty days can be
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counted towards the total mammography unit survey 
reguirement.  

3. Before a medical physicist may begin independently 
performing mammongaphic surveys of a new 
mammogýraphic modality, that is, a mammographic 
modality other than one for which the physicist received 
training to qualify under F. 12b.i.(3)(a) or F. 12b.i.(3)(b). the 
physicist shall receive at least eight hours of training in 
surveying units of the new mammographic modality.  

(d) Reestablishing qualifications. Medical physicists who fall to' 
maintain the required continuing qualifications of F. 12b.i.(3)(¢) 
may not perform the MOSA surveys without the supervision of a 
qualified medical physicist. Before independently surveyin, 
another facility, medical physicists shall reestablish their 
qualifications, as follows: 

1.: .Medical physicists who fail to meet the continuing 
",educational requirements of F.12b.i.(3)(c)l. shall obtain a 

sufficient numberbf continuing education units to brine 
itheir total units upto the required fifteen in the previous 

2'- .. " : , i::Medic "sicist vwho fail to meet the continuing 
: " -i experien •reuir'iirt of F.12b.i.(3)(c)2. shall complete a 

" -, .ji -siifficient number df sdfveVs under the-direct supervioionf 
•_- , am eical-physicist who meets the qualificdtions of , 

"T. F12bi.(3)(a)and F.a2b.i.(3)(c) to bring their total Surveys 
up to therequired twofacilities and six units in the previous twenty-four months.-.No more than one survey of 

a specific unit within a period of sixty days can b~b6onted 
- :.towards the total mammoiraphy unit survey requirement 

(4) Retentionofp fers6ormielfr ds; Facilities shall maintain records to 
documxent the qualifications of all personnel who worked at the facility as 
interpreting physicians. radiologic technologists, or medical physicists.  
These records must be available for review by Agency inspectors.  
Records of personnel no longer employed by the facility should not be 
discarded until the next annual inspection has been completed and the 
Agency has determined that the facility is in compliance with the MQSA 
personnel requirements.  

ii. Equipment.
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(1) Prohibited equipment. Radiographic equipment designed for general 
purpose or special nonmammography procedures shall not be used for 
mammography. This prohibition includes systems that have been 
modified or equipped with special attachments for mammography. This 
requirement supersedes the implied acceptance of such systems in 21 
C.F.R. Section 1020.3 1(f)(3). .  

(2) General. All radiographic equipment used for mammography shall be
Specifically designed for mammoraphy and shall be certified pursuant to 
21 C.F.R., Section 1010.2 as meeting the applicable requirements of 21 
C.F.R., 1020.30, effective as of April 1 1997.  

(3) Motion of tube-imaee recentor assemblv.

(a) The assembly shall be cagable of being fixed in any position where 
it is designed to operate. Once fixed in any such position, it shall 
not undergo unintended motion.

(2)' Themech'anism ensuring compliance with F.12b.ii.(3)(a) shall not 
-.fail inthe event of power interruption.  

A') Im a ge receptor~sizes,. =, -.-: .=: -. ...- . . . .. . ... .  

(a) Systems using scfeen-filmimjage receptors shall provide,,at a 
-mIInunffor operation \nthi rnage.receptors of eighteen .  
centimeteirs (cm)•.AK n t:foui-i.iimd twenty-four cm x thirty 

(b) ! Systems usin screen-film image receptors shall be eqMpped with 
moving grids matched to all image receptor sizes provided.  

(c) Systems used for mapfication procedures shall be capable of 
operation with the grid removed from between the source and 
image receptor. - -

(5) Light fields.- For any mammogiaphy system with a light beam that passes 
through the x-ray beam-limiting device, the light shall provide an average 
illumination of not less than one hundred sixty lux (fifteen foot candles) at 
one hundred cm or the maximum source-image receptor distance (SID), 
whichever is less.

(6) Magnification.
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(a) Systems used to perform noninterventional problem solvine 
procedures shall have radiographic magnification capability 
available for use by the operator.  

(b) Systems used for ma. ification procedures shall provide, at a 
minimum, at least one manification value within the range of 1.4 
to 2.0.  

(7) Focal spot selection. - .  

(a) When more than one focal spot is providedL the system shall 
-indicate, prior to exposure, which focal sNot is selected.  

(b) When more than one targei mateial is provded, the s ystem shail 
indicate, prior to exposure, the preselected target material.  

(c) When the target material and/or focal snot is selected by a system 
algorithm that is based on the exposure or on a test exposure, the 
system shall display, after the exposure, the target material and/or focal spot actually used duringgthe eXposure.  

'(8) Compression.'All mammoqgraphy sstems shall incorporate a 2om-pession 
ceac 

(a) t 6
" ' Y!: syste hall vpK'vide.':; s 

.1 An initial, power-driven c~omression activated by hands
free controls operable firio both sides of the patient and 

2. - Fine djushiient compressioncontrols 6perable forom boti 
sides of the patient.  

(b~) C mpression paddle.

1. Systems shall be equipped with different sized compression 
paddles that match the size of all full-field image receptors 
provided for the system. Compression paddles for special 
purposes, including those smaller than the full size of the 
image receptor (for "spot compression") may be provided.  
Such compression paddles for special purposes are not 
subject to the requirements of F. 12b.ii.(8)(b)4. and
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4. The chest wall edge of the compression paddle shall be 
straight and parallel to the edge of the image receptor.  

5. The chest wall edge may be bent upward to allow for 
patient comfort but shall not appear on the image.

(9) Technique factor selection and display.  

-.(a) Manu6al selion of millinipee secod6ns (As) or at least one of 

"its component parts (milliampere (mA) and/or time) shall be 
:a'vijlible7 :' 

-, ,Th~technidiih factors (ii' tube potential in kilovolt WkV) and 
* .: .•either tUbureTt iri-izAafid x-possuretime in seconds or the 

product of tube current and exposure time in mAs) to be used 
. -... v "during -pore shall be indicated beforethe Exposure begins.: 

:,,except *,hn aAutomatic exposbre controls (AEC) are used, in which 
case the technique factors that are set prior to the exposure shall be 
indicated.  

"0c) Following AEC mode use, the system shall indicate the actual 
',. kil6voltagepeak (kVp) and mAs used during the exposure. The 

mAs may be disolaved as mA and time.-

(10) Automatic exposure control.  

(a) Each screen-film system shall provide an AEC mode that is

oPerable in all combinations of equipment configuration provided.  
e.g., gdd, nonmrid: magnification, nonmagnification: and various 
target-filter combinations.
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F.1 2b.ii.(8)(b)5..  

2. Except as provided in F.1 2b.ii.(8)(b)3., the compression 
paddle shall be flat and parallel to the breast support table 
and shall not deflect from parallel by more than 1.0 cm at 
any Moint on the surface of the compression paddle when 
compression is applied.  

3. Equipment intended by the manufacturer's design to not be 
flat and parallel to the breast support table during 
compression shall meet the manufacturer's desin 
specifications and maintenance requirements.

I..
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(I,) The positioning or selection of the detector shall permit flexibility 
in the placement of the detector under the target tissue.  

1. The size and available positions of the detector shall be 
clearly indicated at the x-ray input surface of the breast 
compression paddle.  

2. The selected position of the detector shall be clearly 
. indicated.  

. (c) The systemshall provide means for the operator to vary the 
""selected optical density from the normal (zero) setting.  

(11) X-ray film-. The facility shall use x-rmy film for maimmo•hraphytat has 
been designated by the film manufacturer as appropriate for 
mammogranhy.  

(12) Intensifying scrdehs. The facilitv shall use intensifying screens for 
mammography that have been designated by the screen manufacturer as 
appropriate -ifioammoeraphy and shall use film that is matched to the 
screen's Spectral output as specified by the manufacturer.  

(3). F. lm processinig.solutions. For.processing mammoraphy-films, the 

"facility shall use chemical solutionsthat airecapble of developin--the 
films used by the facility inamannerequivalent to'the minimum 

""re.uiremeMts]s-ecified bWthed.filff-A-fiifaatuier., 

S. .. ... ty hllmakespial lights for film illumination, i.e..  
- , hbt-Dli2htf.pod -•h t••Midi'light levels greater than that provided by 

--the Vide bo6. available to the intepeting physicians.  

(15) Film masking devices. Facilities shall ensure that film masking devices 
that can limit the illuminated area to a region- eual to or smaller than the 
. .exvosd portiohn f the film are available to all interpreting physicians 
interpretingfoirthe fIcility.  

iii. Medical records and mammography reports.  

(1) Contents and terminology. Each facility shall prepare a written report of 
the results of each mammography examination performed under its 
certificate. The mammography report shall include the following 
information:
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(a) The name of the patient and an additional patient identifier: 

(b) Date of examination; 

(c) The name of the interpreting physician who interpreted the 

Mammofram: 
(d) Overall final assessment of findings. classified in one of the 

following categories: 

1. "Negative:" Nothing to comment upon (if the interpretin, 
physician is aware of clinical findings or symptoms, despite 
the negative assessment, these shall be explained): 

2. "Benign:"- Also a negative assessment: 

3. "Probably Benien:" Finding(s) has a high probability of 
being benign: 

.. -4 "SuspicioUS:"-Finding(s) without all the characteristic 
S ,.- morhologv of-breast cancer but indicating a definite 

-.robably of being malignant: 

1(: ~ .Hiziy sf~siv Of ni A Anacv:" 'Finding(s) has a high 
S:../ • • : ,. .: :: :• ::• • (4i:robabilhty o fb ein g m alignan t. 

(e) In cases where no final assessment cateeorv can be assigned due to 
incomplete work-up. "Incomplete: Need additional ima inm 

.. .".,_evaluation'!hall be assigned asan assessment and reasons why no 
assessment can be made shall be stated by the interpreting 
bphysiciant:and 

'Recommendations mnade to the health care provider about what 
:...additional actions, if any. should be taken. All clinical Questions 

raised by the referring health care provider shall be addressed in 
the report to the extent possible, even if the assessment is negative 
or benign.  

(2) Communication ofmammography results to the patient. Each facility 
shall maintain a system to ensure that the results of each mammographic 
examination are communicated to the patient in a timely manner. If 
assessments are "Suspicious" or "HihIly suggestive of malignancy" and
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the patient has not named a health care provider, the facility shall make 
reasonable attempts to ensure that the results are communicated to the 
patient as soon as possible.

(a) As soon as possible, but no later than thirty days from the date of 
the mammography examination, patients who do not name a health 
care provider to receive the marnmography report shall be sent the 
report described in F. 12b.iii.(l), in addition to a written 
notification of results in lay terms.  

(b) Each facility that accepts patients who do not have a primary care 
provider shall maintain a system for referring such vatients to a 
health care provider when clinically indicated.  

(3) Communicationof rmammoeraphy results to health care providers. When 
the patient has a health care provider or the patient has named a health care 
provider, the facility shall: 

(a" Provide a written report of the mammouraphy examination.  
including the items listed in F. 12b.iii.(l). to that health care 
provider as soon as possible, but no later than thirty days from the 

- date of the mammograbhyexaminati6h: and 

) If the assessment isi.Suspicious" ortHighly suggestive of 
" "." imhancvY:make rfeaiable attempts to communicate wiih the ' '=::::= •:- :"....-=:=" h~ath~ae provider as a spbsh-• ibtgle,-r if the health-care,-..' 

- t•. .d.i.s.••h'aVailable,-to 6reSponsible designee ofthe health care 
7L ý --. p

: -...... Recnrdk I,. tEachfaciltyhpcforms mammoram.s: 

"(a61 Sai"hall ex6cpt as Provided In F.i2biii.•3)(b)) maintain 
mammog raphy films and reortg in-a permanent medical record of 
the patient for a period of not less than five years, or not less than 
teni years if no additional mamm0orams of the patient are 
"pef'ormed atthe facility: and 

(b) Shall ubpn r ,cUest byor on behalf of, the patient. permanently or 
temporarily transfer the original mammograms and copies of the 
patient's reports to a medical institution, or to a physician or health 
care provider of the patient, or to the patient directly:
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(c) Any fee charged to the patients for proxiding the services in 
F. 12b.iii(4)(b) shall not exceed the documented costs associated 
with this service.  

(5) Mammographic image identification. Each mammographic image shall 
have the following information indicated on it in a permanent, legible, and 
unambiguous manner and placed so as not to obscure anatomic structures: 

(a) Name of patient and an additional patient identifier.  

(b) Date of examination.  

(c) View and laterality. This information shall be placed on the image 
in a position near the axilla. Standardized codes specified by the 
accreditation body shall be used to identify view and laterality.  

(d) Facility name and location. At a minimum, the location shall 
include the city, State, and zip code of the facility.  

(e) Technologist identification.  

.(f) -Cassette/screen identification.  

Sy unit IdtififcatIo. if there is more than one'unit in 
*the facility:

SIV.; ,Quality assurance-2ene4rýaEach'Tfa'lify sfhll establish and maintain a quality 
':assurance prowr•dto ensure the safetyreliabilitv. clarity, and accuracy of 
mammography services performed 4at the facility.: 

(1) Responsible individuals. Resisonsibilitv for the quality assurance program

aun dur cacn or its elements snail be ass•lned to individuals who are 
qualified for their assienments and who shall be allowed adequate time to 
perform these duties.  

(a) Lead interpreting physician. The facility shall identify a lead 
interpreting physician who shall have the general responsibility of 
ensuring that the quality assurance program meets all requirements 
of F.12b.iv. through vi.. No other individual shall be assigned or 
shall retain responsibility for quality assurance tasks unless the 
lead interpreting physician has determined that the individual's
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qualifications for, and performance of, the assignment are 
adequate.  

(b) Interpreting physicians. All interpreting phvsicians interpretin.  
mammog4ams for the facility shall: 

1. Following the facility procedures for corrective action 
when the images they are asked to interpret are of poor 
quality, and 

2. Participate in the facility's medical outcomes audit 
p-ro•'am.  

(c) ': Medical physicist. Each facility shall have the services of a 
' : .. medical physicist available to survey mammo~raphv equipment 

"* and oversee the equipment-related quality assurance practices of 
the facility. At a minimum, the medical physicist(s) shall be 
responsible for performing the surveys and mammgrn aphv 
.equipment evaluations and providing the facility with the reports 
described in F.12b.v.(9) and F.12b.v.(l1).  

(d) Quality control technologist. ýResponsibility for all individual tasks 
within thequalit assuance prom-am not assianed to the lead 
Sinterpreting physician or the medical physicist shall be assigned to 
.= -;-:..:a u-'aliontrol technhiSt(s). ::;The tasks are to be performed by 
the'quality'control tedmolgtst orby other personnel qualified to 

. ......... perfoirthetasks. When other"persbnnel are Utilized for these 
.tkIMth~ quality dontrbl tlcfin-l6-ist shall ensure that the tasks are 
:- - -iiipleted in sucha w to-nfthe requirements of F. 12b.v..  

(2) Quality assurance records. The lead interpreting physician, quality control 
"- ~.... technologist. and medical physicist shall ensure that records concerning 

mammography technique and procedures, quality control (including 
monitoring data. problems detected by analysis of that data. corrective 
actions, and the effectiveness of thecorrective actions), safety, protection 
and employee qualification to meet assigned quality assurance tasks are 
properly maintained and updated.. These quality control records shall be 
kept for each test specified in F.I 2b.v. and F. 12b.vi. until the next annual 
inspection has been completed and the Aizency has determined that the 
facility is in compliance with the quality assurance requirements or until 
the test has been performed two additional times at the required frequency.  
whichever is Ionger.  
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v. Quality assurance - eluipment

(1) Daily guality control tests. Film processors used to develop mammograms 
shall be adjusted and maintained to meet the technical development 
specifications for the mammography film in use. A processor 
performance test shall be performed on each day that clinical films are 
processed before any clinical films are processed that day. The test shall 
include an assessment of base plus fog density, mid-density, and density 
difference, using the mammography film used clinically at the facility.  

(a) The base plus fog density shall be within +0.03 of the established 
operating level.  

(b) The mid-density shall be within +0.15 of the established operating 
level.  

(c) The density difference shall be within +0.15 of the established 
operating level. ..  

(2) Weekly quality control tests. Facilities within screen-film systems shall 
- perfo'm an image quality evaluation test .using an FDA-approved 

hantom~tl~twed -.---

(a) The optical densiityof the film atfthe center of an image of the 
* phantohnshal be'atleasltl 20 When eXposed undera typical -.  

clinical condition.  

.... ;()• :-, :Thne opbtical tlensitv.6fthi filiw'at the center of the phantom image 
shall niot c hge by more than +0.20 from the established level.  

.: (c) The phantom image shall achieve at least the minimum score 
"" established by the accreditation body.  

(d) The density difference between the background of the phantom and 
an added test object, used to assess image contrast, shall be 
measured and shall not vary by more than +0.05 from the 
established operating level.  

(3) Quarterly guality control tests. Facilities with screen-film systems shall 
perform the following quality control tests at least quarterly:
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(a) Fixer retention in film. The residual fixer shall be no more than 
five micrograms per square cm.  

(b) Repeat analysis. If the total repeat or reject rate changes from the 
previously determined rate by more than 2.0 percent of the total 
films included in the analysis, the reason(s) for the change shall be 
determined. Any corrective actions shall be recorded and the 
results of these corrective actions shall be assessed.  

(4) Semiannuial quality c6ntiol tests. Facilities wvith screen-film systems shall 
perform the following quality control tests at least semiannually: 

(a) Darkroom fog. The optical density tributable to darkroom fog 
shall not exceed 0.05 when a mammography film of the type used 
in the facility, which has a mid-density of no less than 1.20 OD. is 
exposed to typical darkroom conditions for two minutes which 
such film is placed on the counter top emulsion side up. If the 
Sdarkroom has a afelight used for mammog'aphv film. it shall be 
on during this test.  

'(b)':-, Screen-film co-ntct. Testinngf-foirscefilm contact shall be 
conducted Using foghi mesh opper screen. -.All cassettes used in 

-the facility for maodrahh shall be tested.  

S............ =;=:° • -C? pre-§sio-n'dev' e ~ o m n 

I. A cornpressidifonco ofatfleat one hundred eleven 
.rnewtons (twenty-five pounds) maintained for at least fifteen 

. - secon-ds-hall b&-6rvided.  

2.. Effective October 28, 2002, the maximum compression 
force for theinitial power drive shall be between one 
hundred eleveh newtons (twenty-five pounds) and two 
hundred nine newtons (forty-five pounds).  

(5) Annual qgualitý conti;o tests. Facilities With screen-film systems shall 

perform the following quality control tests at least annually: 

(a) Automatic exposure control performance.  

1. The AEC shall be capable of maintaining film optical 
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3. The optical density of the film in the center of the phantom 
image shall not be less than 1.20.  

(b) Kilovoltage peak (kVn) accuracy and reproducibilitv.  

"1. The kVp shall be accurate within +five percent of the 
indicated or selected kV -at: 

(A) ThelowestclinicalkVpthancanbemeasured bya 
pkVp test device: 

-(B) The most commonly used clinical kVp: 

(C) The highest available clinical kVp., and 

2. At the most commonly used clinical settings of kVp the 
coefficient of variation of reproducibility of the kVp shall 
be equal to or less than 0.02.  

(c) Focal spot condition. Until October 28, 2002, focal spot condition 
shall be evaluated either bv determining system resolution or by 
measuring focal spot dimensions. After October 28. 2002., 
facilities shall evaluate focal spot condition only by determining
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density within +0.30 of the mean optical density when 
thickness of a homogeneous material is varied over a range 
of two to six cm and the kVp is varied appropriately for 
such thicknesses over the kVp range used clinically in the 
facility. If this requirement cannot be met, a technique 
chart shall be develoved showing appropriate techniques 
(kVv and density control settings) for different breast 
thicknesses and compositions that must be used so that 
optical densities within +0.30 of the average under 
phototimed conditions can be produced.  

2. After October 28, 2002. the AEC shall be capable of 
maintaining film optical density (OD) within +0.15 of the 
mean optical density when thickness of a homogeneous 
material is varied over a range of two to six cm and the kVp 
is varied appropriately for such thicknesses over the kVp 
range used clinicallv in the facility.



the system resolution.  

1. System resolution.

(A) Each x-ray system used for mammography, in 
combination with the mammography screen-film 
combination used in the facility, shall provide a 
minimum resolution of eleven cycles per 
millimeters (mm) (line-pairs/mm) when a high 
contrast resolution bar test pattern is oriented with 
the bars perpendicular to the anode-cathode axis.  
and a minimum resolution of thirteen line-pairs/mm 
when the bars are parallel to that axis.

(B) The bar pattern shall be placed 4.5 cm above the 
breast support surface, centered with respect to the 
chest wall edge of the image receptor, and with the 
edge of the pattern within one cm of the chest wall 
edge of the image receptor.  

-(C)- When tmorehan one target material is provided, the 
measurement in F. 12b.v.(5)(c) 1 shall be made 
using the approWriate focal sMot for each target 
material.', 

MY '(D Wenniore than one SID is provided, the test shall 
,.be performed at the SID most commonly used 
7,T clinically.  

.(E) Test kV shall be set at thevalue used clinically by 
the facility for a standard breast and shall be 

S.. performed in the AEC mode, if available. If 
necessary, a suitable absorber may be placed in the 
beam to increase exposure times. The screen-film 
cassette combination used by the facility shall be 
"used to test for this reguirement and shall be placed 
in the normal location used for clinical procedures.  

2. Focal spot dimensions. Measured values of the focal spot 
length (dimension parallel to the anode cathode axis) and 
width (dimension perpendicular to the anode cathode axis) 
shall be within the tolerance limits specified in Appendix 
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D.

(d) Beam guality and half-value layer (HVL). The HVL shall meet the 
minimum HVL specified in Appendix E. Values not shown in 
Appendix E may be determined by linear interpolation or 
extrapolation.  

(e) Breast entrance air kenna and AEC reproducibility. The 
coefficient of variation for both air kerma and mAs shall not 
exceed 0.05.  

(f) Dosimetry. The average glandular dose delivered during a single 
craniocaudal view of an FDA-accepted phantom simulating a 
standard breast shall not exceed 3.0 milligray (mGy) (0.3 rad) per 
exposure. The dose shall be determined with technique factors and 
conditions used clinically for a standard breast.  

(g) X-ray field/light field/image receptor/compression paddle 
alimnent.  

.: I.- All SVstemi-sall have beam-limiting devices that allow the 
"entire chest wall edge of the x-ray field to extend to the 
chest Wall edoe- of the image receptor and provide means to 
assure-that the ••xrafield does not extend beyond any edge 
of thl inage r-ceptor by more than two percent of the SID.  

F, 

If2.: . alhht field that pases through the x-ray beam limitation 
-.-.dice is provided.-it -shall be aligned with the x-ray field so 
th-Tthe to6tal of any misalignment of the edges of the light 

. .fieldand the x-ray field alono either the length or the width 
:of the visually defined field at the plane of the breast 
support surface shall not exceed two percent of the SID.

3. The chest wall edee of the compression paddle shall not 
extend beyond the chest wall edge of the image receptor by 
more than one percent of the SID when tested with the 
compression paddle placed above the breast support surface 
at a distance equivalent to standard breast thickness. The 
shadow of the vertical edge of the compression paddle shall 
not be visible on the image.
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(h) Uniformity of screen speed. Uniformity of screen sneed of all the 
cassettes in the facility shall be tested and the difference between 
the maximum and minimum optical densities shall not exceed 
0.30. Screen artifacts shall also be evaluated during this test.  

(i) System artifacts. System artifacts shall be evaluated with a hicyh
grade, defect-free sheet of homogeneous material large enough to 
cover the mammography cassette and shall be performed for all 
cassette sizes used in the facility using a grid appropriate for the 
cassette size being tested. System artifacts shall also be evaluated 
for all available focal spot sizes and target filter combinations used 
clinically.  

(i) Radiation output.  

1. -The system shall be capable of producing a minimum 
output of 4.5 mGv air kerma per second (five hundred 
thirteen milliroentgen (mR) per second) when operating at 
twenty-eight kVv in the standard mammography 
(moly/moly) mode at any SID where the system is desiened 

-i to operate and when measured by a detector with its center °• L:- • . i•-•iYlocted4.5 cm ab0ie'the breast support surface with the 

/.comes paddler place between the source and the 
!'d - , " -etector,ýAfl~rOctober 28.-2002. the system, under the 
A:-;, sAime& minetiring cbfiditions shall be capable'of prodUcing a 

minimum output of 7.0 mGy air kerma per second (eigt : 
.. hifffdr li•R-v&:e rid) Wbeh operating at tweenty-eight

'": kVp ri the standard Imoly/moly) mammoraphy mode at 
""any SID where the system is designed tooperate.  

2. -.. The system shall be capable of maintaining the re red 

minimum radiation oitput averaged over a 3.0 second Speriod.  

" De(k)- Decompression. If the sytem is equipped with a provision for 
automatic decompression after completion of an exposure or 
interruption of power to the system, the system shall be tested to 
confirm that it provides: 

I. An override capability to allow maintenance of 
compression:
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2. A continuous displa of the override status: and

3. A manual emergency compression release that can be 
activated in the event of power or automatic release failure.

(6) Ouality control tests - other modalities. For systems with image receptor 
modalities other than screen-film, the quality assurance progam shall be 
substantially the same as the quality assurance progMan recommended by 
the image receptor manufacturer, except that the maximum allowable dose 
shall not exceed the maximum allowable dose for screen-film systems in 
F. 12b.v.(5)(f).  

(7) Mobile units. The facility shall verify that mammo'raphy units used to 
produce mammog'ams at more than one location meet the requirements in 
F.12b.v.(t) through v.(6). In addition, at each examination location, 
before any examinations are conducted, the facility shall verify 
satisfactory performance of such units using a test method that establishes 
the adequacy of the image quality produced by the unit.  

(8) Use of test results.  

(a) After completion of the tests secified in F.12b.v.(1) thr6ugh v.(7), 
the facility shall cOmpare the test results to the correspondin, 
specified action limits:orý: for non-screen-film modalities, to the 
I manufacturer's recommended action limits: or, for post-move.  
- reexaination~t~stin2 Ofrmobile unitsto the limits established in 
the test method used by the facility, 

(b) If the test results fall outside of the action limits, the source of the 
problem shall be identified and corrective actions shall be taken: 

1. Before any further examinations are performed or any films 
are processed using the component of the mammo raphy 
system that failed any of the tests described in F.12b.v.(l).  
v.(2), v..(4)(a), v.(4)(b), v.(4)(c), v.(4)(f), v.(6),. or v.(7):

2. Within thirty days of the test date for all other tests 
described in F.12b.v.  

(9i) Surveys.
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(a) At least once a year, each facility shall undergo a survey by a 
medical physicist or by an individual under the direct supervision 
of a medical physicist. At a minimum, this survey shall include the 
performance of tests to ensure that the facility meets the gualitv 
assurance reguirements of the annual tests described in F. 12b.v.(5) 
and F.12b.v.(6) and the weekly phantom image quality test 
described in F.12b.v.(2).  

(b) The results of all tests conducted by the facility in accordance with 
F.12b.v.(1) throuah v.(7), as well as written documentation of any 
corrective actions taken and their results, shall be evaluated for 
adeauacv by the medical physicist performing the survey.  

(c) The medical physicist shall prepare a survey report that includes a 
summary of this review and recommendations for necessary 
improvements.  

(d) The survey report shall be sent to the facility within thirty days of 
. ,--,:.the date of the survey.  

"(e) The survey report shall be dated and signed by the medical 
..:physicist berforming and/or supervising the survey. If the survey 

was 'befrmýed entirely orin'art by Another individual under the 
direct supervision of the medical physicist, that individual and the 

S. .i. p fthsuve that individual performed shall also be identified:.  

(10) Mammoaaphy e§uipment evaluations. Additional evaluations of 
maimnog'aphv,'. inits or ima'ge proessors shall be conducted whenever a
Sbnewhtit•bi-bo sor is installed a unit or processor isdisissembled and 
-reasseimbled atfthe same or a new location, or majoi components of a 
.mammjgraphyunit or processor eNuipment are changed or repaired.  

:: These evaluations" shall be used to determine whether the new or changed 
eouipment meets the recuirements of applicable standards in F. 12b.ii. and 
F. I 2b.V.. All problems shall be corrected before the new or changed 
eguinment is put into service for examinations or film processing. The 
mammoaravhv eguipment evaluation shall be performed by a medical 
physicist or an individual under the direct supervision of a medical 
physicist.  

( 1) Facility cleanliness.
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(a) The facility shall establish and implement protocols for 
maintaining darkroom, screen, and viewbox cleanliness.  

(b) The facility shall document that all cleaning procedures are 
performed at the frequencies specified in the protocols.  

(12) Calibration of air kerma measuring instruments. Instruments used by 
medical physicists in their annual survey to measure the air kerma or air 
kerma rate from a mammography unit shall be calibrated at least once 
every two years and each time the instrument is repaired. The instrument 
calibration must be traceable to a national standard and calibrated with an 
accuracy of+ six percent (ninety-five percent confidence level) in the 
mammography energy range.  

(13) Infection control. Facilities-shall establish and com6ply with a system 
specifying procedures to be followed by the facility for cleaning and 
disinfecting mammography eguipment after contact with blood or other 
potentially infectious materials. This system shall specify the methods for 
documenting facility compliance with the infection control procedures 
established and shall: .  

."..(a) Coeplv withall applicablefeda: &Ast-te:and local rgi o-lfions 
'pvtaining toinfectiongnfitrol.and 

l. -Conimplywith the manufacte's recommended procedures for the 
cleaxnin' and diSirifectioh of the mammoraphkeniprnient u inused 
"the facility. : 

vi. Quly assurance mAmoia6i~phy nfedi~cal ......ome's 4ýdit.~c 6 adliti' shall 
-establish and maintain a mammidraphy medical outcomes'audit program to 
follow-up positiverimogiphic assessments-and to-correlate pathology results 
with the intertpretingphysician's findings. This program shall be designed to 
ensure the reliability;clarity and accuracy of theinterpretation of mammogras.  

(1) General reguirements. Each facility shill establish a system to collect and 
review outcome data for all mammograms performed, including follow-up 
on the disposition of all positive mammogramsand correlation of 
pathology results with the interpreting physician's mammography report.  
Analysis of these outcome data shall be made individually and collectively 
for all interpreting physicians at the facility. In addition, any cases of 
breast cancer among women imaged at the facility that subsequently
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become known to the facility shall prompt the facility to initiate follow-up 
on surgical and/or pathology results and review of the mammograms taken 
prior to the diamnosis of a malignancy.  

(2) Freauency of audit analysis. The facility's first audit analysis shall be 
initiated no later than twelve months after the date the facility becomes 
certified, or twelve months after April 28, 1999 whichever date is the 
latest. This audit analysis shall be completed within an additional twelve 
months to permit completion of diagnostic procedures and data collection.  
Subsequent audit analyses will be conducted at least once every twelve 

months.  

(3) Reviewing interfreting physician. Each facility shall designate at least 
one inteWreting physician to review the medical outcomes audit data at 
once every twelve months. This individual shall record the dates of the 
audit period(s) and shall be responsible for analyzing results based on this 
audit. This individual shall also be responsible for documenting the 
results andfor notifying other interpreting physicians of their results and 
the facility aggregate results. If follow-up actions are taken, the reviewing 

interpreting&physician shall also be responsible for documenting the nature 
of the follow-up., 

vii. -. Mammogranhic pojeduire ahd technirues-for manmmoranhy of patients with 

: .- -•_L•:•breast im plants.:_ .•:,i -.. .. , . ... _..., . . . . . . . .  

"" . I)- ½:Edh faihiliNiAli have airocediiii to igmurie Whether or not the patient 
SA ':i : "' has brea't iriiplntý pi-6rto the attual mamniographic exam.

(2) Except where contraindicated. or unless modified by a physician's
directions. :patients with breast implants undergoing mammographv shall 
have mAh! ographiC views to maximize the visualization of breast tissue.  

viii Consumer complaint miechanism. Eachfacility shall:?

(1) Establish a w'-ritten and documented system for collecting and resolving 
consumer complaints: 

(2) Maintain a record of each serious complaint received by the facility for at 
least three years from the date the complaint was received; 

(3) Provide the consumer with adequate directions for filing serious 
complaints with the facility's accreditation body if the facility is unable to 
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resolve a serious complaint to the consumer's satisfaction: 

(4) Report unresolved serious complaints to the accreditation body in a 
manner and time frame specified by the accreditation.  

ix. Clinical image quality. Clinical images produced by any certified facility must 
continue to comply with the standards for clinical image quality established by 
that facility's accreditation body.  

x. Additional mammographv review and patient fintification.  

('1) If Agency believes that mammography quality at a facility has been 
compromised and may present a serious risk to human health, the facility 
shall provide clinical images and other relevant information, as specified 
by the Agency. for review by the accreditation body or other entity 
designated by FDA. This additional mammography review will help the 
Agency to determine whether the facility is in compliance with this section 
and if not whether there is a need to notify affected patients. their 
physicians, or the public that the reliability, clarity, and accuracy of 
interpretation ofmaimmooams hasbee-pcombromised.  

(2) If the Agency determines that any actiAtiV elated to the provision of 
mammoiravhyv t a facility may present a serious risk to human health 
such thit ýatier-ti-btificiifnis-ý e6 s th&"fadilitY shall nofiff-atitfits
"or their designees, their physicians,:or the- ublid6f aldi6-tiit may be 

.taken to m.iniiz the effects of the kSuch riotificationgshall cciir 
-......... • withir mefr e un rrsp~eified b -A.enh.. 

c. Revocation of Accreditation. .

A"ency action following revocation of accreditation: If a fahli~s accreditation is 
revoked by an accreditation body, the Agency rmayconduct an investigation into the 
reasons for the revocation. Following such investigation, the Agency may suspend or 
revoke the facility's certificate and take whateVei other action or combination of actions
to protect public health, including requiring the establishment and implementation of a 
corrective plan of action that shall Ie'mit the certificate to continue in effect while the 
facility seeks reaccreditation. A facility whose certificate is suspended or revoked 
because it has lost its accreditation may not practice mammogaphy.  

d. Suspension or Revocation of Certificates.
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i. Except as provided in F. 12d.ii., the Agency may suspend or revoke a certificate if 
the Agency finds, after providing the owner or operator of the facility with notice 
and opportunity for an informal hearing in accordance with Agency procedures.  
that the owner, operator, or any employee of the facility: 

(I) Has been guilty of misrepresentation in obtaining the certificate; 

(2) Has failed to comply with the standards of F. 12b; 

(3) Has failed to comply with reasonable requests of the Agency or the 
accreditation body for records, information, reports, or materials that the 
A&encv believes are necessary to determine thecontinued eligibility of the 
facility for a certificate or continued compliance with the standards of 

(4) Has refused a reasonable request of a duly designated FDA inspector.  - Agency inspector, or accreditation body representative for permission to 
inspect the facility or the operations and pertinent records of the facility: 

(5) Has violated or aided and ibitted' in the violation of gay pr6oision of this 
reMulation: 

(6) Has failed tO comply with prior sancti6ns imopsed by the AgencV: or 

(7) Has failed to pay any required fees.

ii. The Agency may susPend the certificate-of a facility before holding heh ig if the 
..Aencvmakes findin *described inTF.12d.i.:and also-determines that:' 

(1) Thefailure to comply, w'ith required standards presents a serious risk to human 

(2) The refusal to permit inspectiontmakes immiiediate suspension necessary: or 

(3) There is reason to believe that the violation or aiding and abetting of the violation 

was intentional or associated with fraud.  

iii. If the Agency susnends a certificate in accordance with F.12d.ii: 

(1) The Agency shall provide the facility with an opportunity for an informal hearing 
under Agency procedures not later than thirty days from the effective date of this 
suspension: 
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(2) The suspension shall remain in effect until the A.ency determines that:

(1 '

(a) Allegations of violations or misconduct were not substantiated: 

(1l) Violations of reguired standards have been corrected to the Agencv's 
satisfaction: or 

(c) The facilitv's certificate is revoked in accordance with F.I 2d.iv, 

iv. After providing a hearing in accordance with F.12d.iii.(l). the Agency may revoke the 
facility's certificate if the Agency determines that the facility:

T. - - .ili o • tl *l.l .. '. ,- , • , Y,•l U ,I ^ .i .i U .I . ..L. W f c o a_ _ i o r s u pn.o : o
• - . .. . . . . . . . . . . . v , , L , , . , • , .L V iau m u l t hM W e r e - ] fi e o a s i s f o r s u s p e n s i o n : o r 

(2) Has engaeed in fraudulent activity to obtain or continue certification.  

e. Appeals of Adverse Accreditation or Reaccreditation Decisions That Preclude Certification or 
Recertification.  

i. The appeals procedures described are available only for adverse accreditation or 
reaccreditation decisions that preclude certification or recertification by the Agencv.  
'Agency decisions to suspend or revoke certificates that are already in effect shall be 
conducted in accordance with F. 12d.  

i. U leamgin that a facilityhas failed to become adcredited or ieaccr•dited.the Aen"c , 
will notify the facility that the Agency is unable to certify that facility Without proof of 
accreditation.- 

.  

iii. A facility that has been denied Accreditation or reaccrelitati6n is entitlet6an acel.  
process from the accreditation body. A facilitrshiall avAl itself of the accreditation 
body's appeal process before requesting an appeal from the Agency.  

iv. A facility that cannot achieve satisfactory resolution of an adverse-accreditation decision 
through the accreditation body's appeal process may request a review by the Agency.  
This reLuest shall be submitted in writing to the AgenCy within thirty days after the 
accreditation body's adverse decision.  

v. A facility cannot perform mammography services while an adverse accreditation decision 
is being appealed.1

m. gutigment Snand- r-ay systems meeting the following standard shall be used.

zpccifically dezigned for mammography.
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ii Iaa-ecntr Te-mge rcpoytn:adtheir individual componeat: shall be 
specificalMY designaed for- or approepiate for- manMmograh~y 

iii. l:VpTarat'Fiter.Thc x ray systemn shall have the capability of providing, k-;p.'targetflle 
0c mbination compatiblff e wit Phcd; cct e d img"sepo ytema.  

iv. Beam Ouaiv 

(1) When used A4th ser-een film image rcceptorz, and whea the cont-ibution to flltm'tion 

maade by thceopein dsevie is included, theiuzefUl beam shal hawe a half v4ale 

(a) Between the values of: [(m~easuRed IA~p).'!0) and [(mcazured IAp)!100+ 
0. 1] millimeter-s aluminum for- molybdenum targets; 

(b) At lcast the v4ale of [(maeasured ME.P)4lO ilieer9lmiu o 
r-hodium alley targets.  

(2) For- croer-adiographyteHLf the usefig emwt h ~pe:o eiei 

place shell be at least 1.0 and not'greater- than 1.6 mmauiumeasured at 19 
kvf' with a -u--tc .- get tube.  

v. Resolution. The cobn ti6nf f469l 4'pktze, sourceeto, image receotor distance and 

the rveoltio pattern is eidier percnd 1Ar to or gparallel with 4A. il of theC 
image receptor- support. The measurement hAAl be mnade withu the 1Ap inthe rap of 253 and~~~~~~~ ~~~~ themp,ý ef 2hal bet3fih0t'i-lTi-tefcl~ie:lee 

vi.ý 1.m4., ; I ý 

25 pound:, And I aL e apabl~e 'bfaintoiaing this eefmprczsigh for, at least 3 
mninutel. Th midui for6i cAql! be nogeatertaa 410, pounds.  

(2) :The shest wall edee heemre:inpddle Ahall. extend beyond the chest wall 
edge of the im4 e epto bynomretan 2 percentA of the Sourcee to imahge 
Receptor Distance with the c6mpr-essieý paddle placed 4.2 em above the breast 
cupport de:vice. With the compr-essien paddle in 94: pesitiei: the hest wall edge et 
the comnpro::ion paddle shall not be visible in the acquir-ed image.  

3,iH. System enblt:.A mnammofgraphira x Fay system utiizng serccen film image r-eeeptor-s 
shall have-

(.1 4 -fie apability or u:ing ant; soatter gridS v'hieh arc:

ft a, .-
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"0.3 of the crcagcm optical density ovzer te k~p rang, -used clinieally, using phantomsir e 
BR 12 or. oter- brEe-ast equivalent maeilticns f 2 centifmeaterFS to 6 centimceteff. if 
dhe facility has established a teehnique chart that WtliE- a~ teehnica factors for 
differ-eat breast thichness cc, these adjustmenits in techfique maiy be used when perForing 
dhistest.  

Fall. Radiation Outout Minium At 28 kWp, with a focal spot mcceting the r-equiement ot 
F.2~,the maammographic system halbe capable of susta"ning a miniu output rate et 

130 j±CtIkgcc (500 mR ke-Ac for- at least 3 scconds. Ths output shall be measured at a poit 
1.2 c-entimeters froAm the surface of the breast support dAeie when thc SID is at its maximum 
wad th-e cffcct of compr-ession paddl c #Atcuain is included.  

xiv-. Sc-reeffn film ContAct. Cassettes chall not be used- for- mammography if poor contact o w 
or- mor:e lrge areas (> 1 em in diameter) or a section longer- than I cma and >22 mm i it 
along the c-hest wA!l edge can be seen in a 10 mcsh test.  

?A,. Imaggc qualitv. The manmmogaphic::ray iagin system shall be capable of providing, an 
image of a 0.75 mm fiber-, 0.32 mmf spcgroup, and a 0.75 mm mass frcmn the Con-fe;P;ren 
Af R Adiation Rontrol; Pro.0gram Dircetoft MEXT.'92 phantom (er- equivalent) on the standard 
maammographic image receptor- system. ik -s at a-facility-. Mammegrams shall not betke 
on patients if this mnumis nwet met. Any fiber-s, speck grcups and masses lager- than 
those specified shall also be imaged 

xvi -Doe.The menganil4 oefo n ciaioaa view, measured '~-v4h the phantom.  
Olfer -e in~ F.J2~.,bseoneournard at the bre~st entrance location-, and 

(1) 1.5m~y (1e ~ilr )fr.a non; dscr-eeiafialm systems,, 

(3) 4 m~y (100 knillir-ads) for- kciqo~phy systems.  

T-ii -Tec0hLniaup Set iggs. TRe tcchf4iquc setig usd -for F. 12a~ and xvi4. shall b e thc se use d
t-eeit atIV)Sti evj~erCJeth.1taitUIfU. 4..CI

b. uAity Assurauiec,

h uuINAW :Asurzame trroemf Required. The r-egis:tzmt shall hav"e a, "'rittran anr 'z
equipment quality assuarance program spec:ific to mammographic imgigco idg all 

copnet of thA diA estics ? r-ay mgn systefa, to ensur-e consistently high quality 
images with minimum patient exposur-e. Responsibilities under- tlis r-equiremnent incalude
providing qualified inidividuiial-s whof arc to:

- � A

(1) Conduct equipment perzformnc mntoring flinctions;, 
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- .6p aec-umey and Feweaueogiiity Q mefiths

Aut-ematie expesur-e eentFel r-eipr-educ-ibility and peffennanee (r-espease te IA!p aad 
phapAem thie4mess wL-iatiens) 12 menths.  

(8) gffeen film eentaet md seFeen aFtifket deteefieft 6 menths.  

Gempr-essien dei4ee pef&misýnee (feleases, le;,e4 ef fer-ee; -ete) 6 ffiefidi&.

Qui=Mto--AWin6at -12 faef3ths 

Mmayheeeadwy baf4er- taasff4ssiea -- kW-Y. EW system instaAa4en 
-Rifieant medifieatien ef the system er- the faeflit5

(12) hsage "ality (Iiý 4 test EphanteEn;" wl4eh sL-AWates the peEapesitien ef the breast 
end iadudes-simWa&ns efbr-east st .aetar-es) inePA14y fer- st4ieiiý systems, en 
eaeh day ef use fer- mebile systems, and upen signifieant sei-sqie'e' er- medifie-at-i-e-
wiy memmepaphk system.  

De-.q--ýUAM 
6 FROR!h 

(14) 4-4ý0i4diqlgkia-p s i -ir- -aý eneies -pr-eod4es_ýýd fFequ
Banat&

pAn4044wrt-4

i toiffýeffi IfflegFify ksateiight eeriditiea-, 44A leaks, ete.) 6 menths-

N---LQQ ripansfia axpal-1-

Masks-: Masks shall be pr-evided- A-;;- tlie vie;4exes te Week extFmequs light ffefn tL
viewer-!& eye when the PluFainated suFfase 
the filfa.

(6) GuVut FeffeducAilky, fa-A UneaFky, and ff4ý4-jAs 12 meligF,

F;:h;;Il 

wir-4§ a e C-- -9 _r- d 13 O;F-ý eý;;P;;:R' IIP4 6i3gl -70 - P'Gled ihe, Fe "M OU; 
7 

ihý.t Z

Retake Aoalýis 'q"" -ý'6eýp4s ef: eý 

(2) 644

(i 

(4

a 
ef t4e:viewbex is lafger- t4aR the exposed afe&4
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(1) Fhim proceessors utilized for- mammogaephy shall be adjusted to and operated at the 
speeifieations r-ecommended by the mammongraphic filma manufacnrer-, or at ether 
settings such uhat. thfe snsitometric pecrefrancc- i let!ast equivaent.  

(2) C-linical filmas and phantom imag;: quality films shall be prec-essed wfthin 10 hou 
ef e~pesuwe.  

Mi. lnstrumcnts and Devices. An image qualiy phantoma, seasitomneter, and a caibrated 
densitometer- shall-be available-to each facilty in or-der: to comply with the qualiy onftrol 
test frequenceies sp ec-ified ia .&2.i.  

Wv. Gperater Oualifiationg. Thie-oper-ator of the * ray macehine, shall be ceri~fied by the 
A~mefican Registi- of Radiologie Teehaologists or- an equivalent state lic-ensing body an 
shall ha-ve had specialized trainn in mamograph.  

v. Physician QUAificaion. The physician iterprcting the manmemorms shall be ertfes d by 
the American Board of Radiology, the American Osteopathic Boar-d of RadiologyL,-or Board 
eligible, or- equivalent, and shall have had spcaie trinn inm pmgaphy andHimage 

Nq. Physigist OQ&4ifiation.ga1 The person performiin evaluation of maimographia syte 
perfffoanein acorance with te rglioshalbe certifed by the .Amcrianoar 13 
of Radiology,- the 'mer.a Boad f edic-al Physic or. vith aademic- and4 e 0eiec 

reuiedfr- boar eeffi-ficai- o equivAle rc~ica optn ya prpit 
tate asy~encyT ,.  

I'. maea Rcnto CmcAl imagc PEA,; b reaie or A miiUM o5yEars 

rate hal!b~caculatd~as[rcpatcd4. rjjected filmsl, _total numb erf canclflz 

et akcm Fee. -Darrooem- foglvl hl o xce .5i pia 4ent When sensitized 
mammgi~phi~fim 6 th tye ued in tho faeility is exposed to darkroom condition with safeigh 

on for- 2 mf-infultc. F-imrr shall be-seasitized by expo- psing it t sufficient light from 7an apprpri~ate 
intensi~ying, sfecen or- seasitemoter- so that afer-processing an optical density of! 1.2 !.5is achieved.  

Sec. F. 13 - Bone densitometry.

-Note: States should review their enabling legislation to ensure they have the authority to regulate this item.  
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a. Bone densitometry systems shall be: 

i. Certified by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: 

ii. Registered in accordance with Part B of these regulations: and 

iii. Maintained and operated in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.  

b. Operators of bone densitometry systems shall be: 

i. Licensed, certified, or permitted as a radiologic technologist [by the Agencyl: or 

ii. Licensed as a practitioner of the healing arts: or 
iii. Permitted or approved [by the Agency] as a bone densitometrv operator or 

iv. Complete a training course on bone densitometr, which is approved by the Agency. The 
training course shall include: 

(1) Basic radiation protection: 

(2) Operating procedures for bone densitometrv sMstems, to include use of various 
system functions, safety, and maintenance: and 

(3) Patient positioning for the range of examinations.  

c. During the operation of any bone densitometry system: 

i- The operator, ancillayi perisnnel, and members of the general public shall be positioned 
at least one meter from the patient and bone densitometrv system during the 
examination.  

ii. The operator shall advise the patient that the bone densitometry examination is a type of 
x-ray procedure.  

d. The registrant shall keep maintenance records for bone densitometry systems as porescribed by 
F. 13a.iii.. These records shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency [insert Agency 
recordkeeping timelines as appropriate .  

e. Bone densitometry on human patients shall be conducted only: 

i. Under a prescription of a licensed practitioner of the healing arts: or 

ii. Under a screening program approved by the Agency.  

f. Any person proposing to conduct a bone densitometry screening progam shall submit the 
information outlined in Appendix B of this Part with the exception of g, h, i, j, k, and m. and 
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include the name and address of the individual who will interret the screening results.
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PART F 

APPENDIX A 

DETERMINATION OF COMPETENCE 

The following are areas in which the agency considers it important that an individual have expertise for 
the competent operation of x-ray equipment: 

(a) Familiarization with equipment 
(1) Identification of controls 
(2) Function of each control 
(3) How to use a technique chart 

(b) Radiation Protection 
(1) Collimation 
(2) Filtration 
(3) Gonad shielding and other patient protection devices if used 
(4) Restriction of x-ray tube radiation to the image receptor 
(5) Personnel protection 
(6) Grids 

(c) Film Processing 
(1) Film speed as related to patient exposure 
(2): Film processing parameters 
(3) Quality assurace program 

(d) Emergency Pr6cedures 

(1) Termination of exposure in event of automatic timing device failure 

(e) Proper Use of Personnel Dosimetry, if Required 

(f) "Understanding Units of Radiation
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PART F 

APPENDIX B 

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED BY PERSONS 
PROPOSING TO CONDUCT HEALING ARTS SCREENING 

Persons requesting that the Agency approve a healing arts screening program shall submit the following 
information and evaluation: 

a. Name and address of the applicant and, where applicable, the names and addresses of 
agents within this State; 

b. Diseases or conditions for which the x-ray examinations are to be used in diagnoses; 

c. A detailed description of the x-ray examinations proposed in the screening program; 

d. Description of the population to be examined in the screening program, i.e., age, sex, 
physical condition, and other appropriate information; 

e. An evaluation of any known alternate methods not involving ionizing radiation which 
could achieve the goals of the screening program and why these methods are not used 
instead of the x-ray examinations; 

f. An evaluation by a qualified expert of the x-ry system(s) to be used in the screening 
program. The evaluation by the qualifiedexpert shall Show that such system(s) do satisfy 
all requirements of these regulatiohs. The evau ation shll include a mepsement of 
patient exposures fiom the x-ray examiations to be pie rfrmed;

g. A descriptionofthe diagnostic x-ray qualitycontrol program; 

h. A copy of the technique chart for the x-ray examination procedures to be used; 

i. The qualifications of each individual who will be operating the x-ray system(s); 

j. The qualifications of the individual who will be supervising the operators of the x-ray 
system(s). The extent of supervision and the method of work performance evaluation 
shall be specified; 

k. The name and address of the individual who will interpret the radiograph(s); 

1. A description of the procedures to be used in advising the individuals screened and their 
private practitioners of the healing arts of the results of the screening procedure and any 
further medical needs indicated;
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m. A description of the procedures for the retention or disposition of the radiographs and 
other records pertaining to the x-ray examinations; 

n. An indication of the frequency of screening and the duration of the entire screening 
program.
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PART F 

APPENDIX C 

EXEMPTIONS FROM SHIELDING 
FOR CERTAIN FLUOROSCOPIC PROCEDURES 

a. Angiograms 

b. Arthrograms 

c. Biliary drainage procedures 

d. Fluoroscopic biopsy procedures 

e. Myelograms 

f. Percutaneous cholangiograms 

g. Percutaneous nephrostomies 

h. Sinograms or fistulograms 

i. T-tube cholangiogramns
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PART F 

APPENDIX D 

FOCAL SPOT TOLERANCE LIMIT

Nominal Focal Sport Size (mm) Maximum Measured Dimensions

Width (mm) 

0.15 

0.23 

0.30 

0.45 

0.60 

0.90

Lenath (mm) 

0.15 

0.23 

0.30 

0.65 

0.85 

1.30

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.30 

0.40 

0.60
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APPENDIX E 

X-RAY TUBE VOLTAGE (KILOVOLT PEAK) AND MINIMUM HVL

Designed Operating Range (kV' Measured 
VOerating 

VoltageMkV)

Below 50 20 

25 

30

Minimum HVL 
(mm AD) 

0.20 

0.25

0.30



1999 DRAFT Rationale for Part F

1999 
RATIONALE FOR REVISIONS 

PART F 
X-RAYS IN THE HEALING ARTS 

Introduction 

This amendment to Part F includes requirements for mammography in states with certifying 
authority under the Mammography Quality Standards Act of 1992 (MQSA), use of bone 
densitometry systems, and operators of fluoroscopic x-ray systems. In order to enhance the 
concept of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) as a dynamic 
document, these changes are presented at this time. Thus, anticipated proposed changes to Title 
21, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 1020.30 through 1020.33, relative to digital imaging, 
digital recording, solid-state x-ray imagers, increased beam quality, fluoroscopic systems, and 
computerized tomography, will be incorporated on a subsequent amendment to Part F.  

Specific Provisions 

Sec. F.2 - Definitions.  

A definition for "bone densitometry system" was added to differentiate this medical device from 
conventional diagnostic x-ray systems.  

The following definitions were added relative to mammography:.  

"Accreditation body" 
"Action limits" 
"Action levels" 
"Adverse event" 
"Air kerma" 
"Body" 
"Breast implant" 
"Calendar quarter" 
"Category I" 
"Certificate" 
"Certification" 
"Clinical image" 
"Consumer" 
"Contact hour" 
"Continuing education credit" 
"Continuing education unit" 
"Control limits" 
"Control levels" 
"Diagnostic mammography"
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"Direct instruction" 
"Direct supervision" 
"Established operating level" 
"Facility" 
"FDA" 
"First allowable time" 
"Interim regulations" 
"Interpreting physician" 
"Kerma" 

"Laterality" 
"Lead interpreting physician" 
"Maimmograi" 

"Mammographic modality" 
"Mammography" 

"Mammography equipment evaluation" 
"Mammography medical outcomes audit".  
"Mammography unit(s)" 
"Mean optical density" 
"Medical physicist" 
"MQSA" 
"Multi-reading" 

"Phantom image" 
"Physical science" 
"Positive m'imogrm
"Provisional certificate" 
"Qualified instructor" 
"Quality'control technologist" ..  
"Radiologic technologist"'.. .  
"Screeningimammography" 
"Serious adverse event" 
"Serious complaint" 
"Standard breast" 
"Survey" 

"Time cycle" 
"Traceable to a national standard"

The following, existing definitions were modified to include mammography: 

"Patient" 
"Phantom" 

Sec. F.5 - Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems.

F.5k. was added to specify qualifications for operators of fluoroscopic x-ray systems. In order to 
minimize unnecessary use and exposure, it was deemed appropriate to restrict operators of 
fluoroscopic x-ray systems to be from certain professions and that these individuals undergo a
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minimum level of training in radiation protection and equipment use.  

F.51. was added to specify requirements for the operation of fluoroscopic x-ray systems aside 
from operator qualifications. The interpretation of fluoroscopic images by a licensed practitioner 
was deemed necessary to restrict diagnostic practice to practitioners. The supervision 
specifications for radiologic technologists and radiologic technology students were included to 
ensure that these individuals are not placed in a position where there is an incursion into the 
diagnostic practice of licensed practitioners. The prohibition of using fluoroscopy as a 
positioning tool for radiography was added to minimize unnecessary exposure. The specification 
to record exposure information was included to place emphasis on the amount of patient 
exposure by fluoroscopic procedure.  

Sec. F.12 - Mammoraphy.  

The existing section was replaced in its entirety by a streamlined version of mammography 
requirements for facilities in states which do not have certifying authority from FDA under 
MQSA.  

A bracketed, optional section was specifically added for states which have certifying authority 
from FDA under MQSA. Non-certifying states may also utilize this section if specific 
requirements for mammography are desired for state enforcement. This section complies with 
the final MQSA regulations, Title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 900, as amended 
October 22, 1998 and April 14, 1999. The order and context of subject areas are consistent with 
Part 900 to enhance future revisions of Section F.12.  

Sec. F.13 Bone Densitometry.  

F. 13 was added as a new section to specify minimum requirements for the utilization of a 
radiation-emitting medical device which differs from the conventional diagnostic x-ray system.  
This section pertains to all fixed, mobile, orportable bone densitometry systems with an x-ray 
source. This section does notpertain to bone densitometry systems with radioactive materials 
which are under the purview of Parts C and G.  

F.13a. was added to ensure that only bone densitometry systems with certification could be 
obtained, registered, and utilized for human patients.  

F.13b. was added to specify that the operator of bone densitometry systems meets certain 
professional, technological, educational, and training requirements.  

F. 13c.i. was added in ensure that the operator, ancillary personnel, and members of the general 
public are not unnecessarily exposed.  

F.l 3c.ii. was added to ensure that the patient is made aware that densitometry systems use x-rays.  

13d. was added to ensure that bone densitometry systems are properly maintained and 
documented.
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F. I3e. was added to ensure that densitometry is only conducted under a prescription or under an 
approved screening program.  

F. 13f was added to specify information required for approval of screening programs utilizing 
bone densitometry systems.
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1999 
RATIONALE FOR REVISIONS 

PART F 
X-RAYS IN THE HEALING ARTS 

Introduction 

This amendment to Part F includes requirements for mammography in states with certifying 
authority under the Mammography Quality Standards Act of 1992 (MQSA), use of bone 
densitometry systems, and operators of fluoroscopic x-ray systems. In order to enhance the 
concept of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) as a dynamic 
document, these changes are presented at this time. Thus, anticipated proposed changes to Title 
21, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 1020.30 through 1020.33, relative to digital imaging, 
digital recording, solid-state x-ray imagers, increased beam quality, fluoroscopic systems, and 
computerized tomography, will be incorporated on a subsequent amendment to Part F.  

Specific Provisions 

Sec. F.2 - Definitions.  

A definition for "bone densitometry system" was added to differentiate this medical device from 
conventional diagnostic x-ray systems.  

The following definitions were added relative to mammography: 

"Accreditation body" 
"Action limits" 
"Action levels" 
"Adverse event" 
"Air kerma" 
"Body" 
"Breast implant" 
"Calendar quarter" 
"Category I" 
"Certificate" 
"Certification" 
"Clinical image" 
"Consumer" 
"Contact hour" 
"Continuing education credit" 
"Continuing education unit" 
"Control limits" 
"Control levels" 
"Diagnostic mammography"
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"Direct instruction" 
"Direct supervision" 
"Established operating level" 
"Facility" 
"FDA" 
"First allowable time" 
"Interim regulations" 
"Interpreting physician" 
"Kerma" 

"Laterality" 
"Lead interpreting physician" 
"Mammogram" 
"Mammographic modality" 
"Mammography" 
"Mammography equipment evaluation" 
"Mammography medical outcomes audit" 
"Mammography unit(s)" 
"Mean optical density" 
"Medical physicist" 
"MQSA" 
"Multi-reading" 
"Phantom image" 
"Physical science" 
"Positive mammogram" 
"Provisional certificate" 
"Qualified instructor" 
"Quality control technologist" 
"Radiologic technologist" 
"Screening mammography" 
"Serious adverse event" 
"Serious complaint" 
"Standard breast" 
"Survey" 

"Time cycle" 
"Traceable to a national standard" 

The following, existing definitions were modified to include mammography: 

"Patient" 
"Phantom" 

Sec. F.5 - Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems.  

F.5k. was added to specify qualifications for operators of fluoroscopic x-ray systems. In order to 
minimize unnecessary use and exposure, it was deemed appropriate to restrict operators of 
fluoroscopic x-ray systems to be from certain professions and that these individuals undergo a
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minimum level of training in radiation protection and equipment use.  

F.51. was added to specify requirements for the operation of fluoroscopic x-ray systems aside 
from operator qualifications. The interpretation of fluoroscopic images by a licensed practitioner 
was deemed necessary to restrict diagnostic practice to practitioners. The supervision 
specifications for radiologic technologists and radiologic technology students were included to 
ensure that these individuals are not placed in a position where there is an incursion into the 
diagnostic practice of licensed practitioners. The prohibition of using fluoroscopy as a 
positioning tool for radiography was added to minimize unnecessary exposure. The specification 
to record exposure information was included to place emphasis on the amount of patient 
exposure by fluoroscopic procedure.  

Sec. F. 12 - Mammom'aphy.  

The existing section was replaced in its entirety by a streamlined version of mammography 
requirements for facilities in states which do not have certifying authority from FDA under 
MQSA.  

A bracketed, optional section was specifically added for states which have certifying authority 
from FDA under MQSA. Non-certifying states may also utilize this section if specific 
requirements for mammography are desired for state enforcement. This section complies with 
the final MQSA regulations, Title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 900, as amended 
October 22, 1998 and April 14, 1999. The order and context of subject areas are consistent with 
Part 900 to enhance future revisions of Section F. 12.  

Sec. F.13 - Bone Densitometry.  

F. 13 was added as a new section to specify minimum requirements for the utilization of a 
radiation-emitting medical device which differs from the conventional diagnostic x-ray system.  
This section pertains to all fixed, mobile, or portable bone densitometry systems with an x-ray 
source. This section does not pertain to bone densitometry systems with radioactive materials 
which are under the purview of Parts C and G.  

LF.13a. was added to ensure that only bone densitometry systems with certification could be 
obtained, registered, and utilized for human patients.  

F.13b. was added to specify that the operator of bone densitometry systems meets certain 
professional, technological, educational, and training requirements.  

F. 13c.i. was added in ensure that the operator, ancillary personnel, and members of the general 

public are not unnecessarily exposed.  

F. I 3c.ii. was added to ensure that the patient is made aware that densitometry systems use x-rays.  

F.13d. was added to ensure that bone densitometry systems are properly maintained and 
documented.
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F.13e. was added to ensure that densitometry is only conducted under a prescription or under an 
approved screening program.  

F.13f. was added to specify information required for approval of screening programs utilizing 
bone densitometry systems.
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